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1.. I HF C A M E K I N O DKGLI  E R E M I T I  ANÜ HERMIT-ICONOGRAPH Y 

Onn 21 December 1609. through his spokesman and personal secretary Alfonso Carandino. 

Cardinall  Odoardo Farnese (1573-1626) proposed to the Archcon fraternity of the Orazione e 

Mortee in Rome that they cede him the use of one room in their building. Farnese heid a special 

positionn in the sodality's organisation as he was their protector: he was also their neighbour on the 

viaa Giulia as he owned the Casino, or as il was later called. Palazzetlo. an annex to Palazzo 

Farnesee that was adjacent to the Church and oratory of the brotherhood. Odoardo Farnese 

(kneelingg at the lower right in fig.!) was a descendant from Paul III Farnese (reigned 1534-1549). 

sonn of Duke Alessandro Farnese (1545-1592) and Princess Maria of Portugal (f 1577). Odoardo 

wass second child, younger brother of Ranuccio Duke o\" Parma and Piaccnza (1569-1622). and 

forr this reason destined to become a cardinal. He received his humanistic education at the Roman 

courtt of his great-uncle Cardinal Alessandro Farnese (1520-1589), and thanks to his famih's 

powerfull  relations, he was created cardinal in 15 1̂ at the age of only IK years. After some 

difficultiess to obtain a reasonable amount of ecclesiastical benefices to provide the income 

necessaryy for a prelate of his standing, he established an impressive court where the arts and 

learningg flourished.~ His kinship with a pope and ducal family, and blood-relations with almost 

alll  royal houses of furope also made him a conspicuous figure in Roman society. l.!ntil 1622. 

whenn Odoardo became regent of Parma after the death of his brother Ranuccio. he resided in the 

grandiosee Palazzo Farnese in Rome (fig.29). which he had had embellished among other things 

withh Annibale Carraccrs famous Cjalleria Farnese.' 

Inn response to the request by Cardinal Odoardo. first the members of the board of the 

confraternity,, and six days later the entire congregation of the Orazione e Morte applauded the 

proposall  and immediate!}  granted Farnese the requested room. The 'Fibro delli decreti' also 

recordedd that 'for reasons of his devotion', two openings could be made in the walls of the room -

onee of them with shutters - with a view into the church and oratorv. Two members oi' the 

Thee denomination of this part as Palaz/etto stems trom the earl\ eighteenth century; Rossini 1725. p.30 wrote 'Nel 
Palazzettoo detto il piecioio farnese vicono alia Chiesa della Morte vi è un Camerino. detto del Romito...' 
Seventeenth-eenturvv sources used the term 'Casino', hut as Palazzetto has become the more common denominator for 
thiss pan ot the premises, this term will he used here 

 Ciaccom 1677 vul.4. pp.229-230. Palatio 170."! vol.3, pp."03-706. ('ardella 1792-1 797 \o\.5. pp.11 5o I 7. Motoni 
1840-18799 vol.23, pp.21 3-214. Benassi 1917. Navenne 1914. pp. 127-128. Pastor 1925-1933 vol.10. p. 178 and 
vol.11,, pp.193496 and 677-679. Drei 1954. Nasal I i Rocca 1995. pp. 1 32 and 159-160. Bnganti ('hastel Zappen 
1987.. Robertson 1988. Zappen 1988. Ynelkel in Me grown himilien ttaliens 1992. pp 268-269, Zapperi 1994. and 
DMDM 1960-present. vol.45, pp.1 12-1 19. 

Martinn 1956 and Martin 1965. Vlarzik 1986. Britzanti (liastel Zapperi 1987. Reckermann 1991. Zapperi 1994. 
Hempsevv 1995 and Mozzetti 2002. 
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confraternityy were sent to the Cardinal to thank him for the favour he granted the brotherhood by 

meanss of this request. 

Subsequently,, the genera! assembly' appointed two members to draft and sign the contract 

withh Farnese. In the written agreement, drawn up in January 1611 - more than a year later - the 

usee of the space was granted to Cardinal Odoardo during his lifetime; the confraternity remained 

thee legal owner of the room/**  It also recorded that the cardinal would grant the brotherhood a 

lump-sum-payment,, the amount of which was left to his own magnanimity as nothing was 

stipulatedd in the contract. Moreover, Farnese had to erect a new building between his own garden 

behindd the Palazzetto and the property of the brotherhood, to make up for the space they lost. 

Afterr this first downpayment, yearly sums were given to the brotherhood in return for the stanza 

orr camerino that would later, in the eighteenth century, be called Camerino degli fremiti; the 

contractt was in fact a leasehold. 

Accountss and journals of the brotherhood from this period indicate that Cardinal Farnese 

soonn started works on remodelling the room, obviously vacated early in 1610 by the priest who 

wass named as its former inhabitant in the contract. New access was constructed from the adjacent 

Palazzettoo in the form of an elevated corridor, and the two windows were knocked through to the 

interiorr of the Church and Oratory of the brotherhood respectively. Subsequently, Giovanni 

Fanfrancoo (i580-1642)h was commissioned to paint in fresco on all four walls nfthe room scenes 

off  penitent saints and additionally provided nine oil-paintings on canvas with similar subjects for 

insertionn in the wooden coffered ceiling. 

Inn seventeenth-century inventories of Palazzo Farnese, this room was habitually described 

11 ASVR. ASMOM 21. 'I.ibro delli decreti' fol.30r: 'tit p[erlchc il sfignojr Cavalier Carandino p[er) ordinc 
deirillIustrissi]moo sfignojr Cardinal! Karnese njostjro P[ro|tettorc, p[ro]pose. che sua S[igno]ria MI[ustrissi]mo 
voleraa p[er] sua devotione fare una fenestra in Chiesa n[o.st]ra ed una gelosia. passando dal suo corritoro nella 
sta|n|ziaa dove habita a! p|rese]nte il nro Chierico, et perö ch[e] lo p[ro|poneva nella da Co[nlgrey[atio]ne p[er] farli 
parteeipii  di tal cosa, et ch[e] fosse anco con buona gratia di nlostjro Archieo[n|fr[erni]ta 1! ch[c] sentendo la d[ett)a 
Co[n]greg[atio]nee lo accetto volentieri. et elessc li ss[igno"]ri Feliciano d. Paulis, et Horatio Malgarino p[er| andare a 
ringratiaree Sjua] S|igno|ria Uljusstrissijma di tanto favore. ch[e] lei ci vuole fare; et fit  ordinato ch[e] p[erj tal 
efr{ett]oo anco se Intimi una Congreg|atio|ne g|e]n[er]ale p|er| farlo sapere a tutta la nfostjra Archico[n]fr[atenii]ta e 
reputandoloo p[er| favore grande.' f;ol.30v. of the 'Libra delli decreti' recorded the positive reaction of the general 
congregationn to this proposal. 
""  See the Appendix. Farlier publications assumed on the basis of a later transcript that the contract was either drawn 
uponn M .June 1601 (Navenne 1921. p. 127 n.2). or on 13 January 1601 (Vginet 1980. p.90). The original contract can 
bee found in ASN. Fondo Farnesiano 1346. fasc.37. Toncessio Card.lis Odoardi Famesij a \'en. Arciconfraternitate 
Mortiss et Orationis de I rbe fabricandi unum murum atque forandi in eo una fenestra prospiciente intra Fcclesiam 
dietaee Archiconfraternitatis'. A copy of this document can also be found in the ASVR, ASMOM 59, 'Registro di 
testamenlii  e istrumenti'. fols.l97v-198r. See Barry 1999. p. 196 and Witte 2000. esp. p.426. 
:: On Giovanni Lanfranco. see Bellori 16722000, pp.365-382. Passeri 1678/1995. pp.138-163. Salerno 1952. 
Schleierr 1964 and 1983. Bernini 1985. Dictionun of Art 1996 \ol . lS. pp.730-737 and Schleier2Wl 
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ass belonging to the Paia//etto. and indicated with reference to its location - 'Oratory that 

correspondss to the Morte'.' In 1662. the room was partially dismantled, for which reason 

biographicall  sources on I .an franco of the later se\enteenth century stated that he painted 'a room 

off  the casino'* - which stressed the link between the room and its access through the Palazzetto -

orr even 'some paintings in oil for certain ceilings of rooms for the same Palaz/o Farnese in that 

partt of the quarter towards strada Giulia where the arch that leads from the Palazzo to the garden 

is/JJ The latter part of this citation indicates that the Palazzetto formed the access from the 

Palazzoo to Farnese's secret garden on the bank o I the Tiber, and that at least from around mid-

century,, the room that 1 arnese rented from the brotherhood and which was located within their 

buildings,, was considered part ofthe Farnese-property on the Via Giulia.1" 

Thee lease-contract had however specified that with the death of Cardinal Odoardo or his 

immediatee heirs, the agreement would automatically end. I "mil the eighteenth century, the 

leaseholdd with Odoardo was continued by his relatives with the consent of the brotherhood, as 

didd the payment ofthe rent. In 1731 Duke Antonio Farnese. the last male descendant ofthe 

family,, died and the contract was terminated. A year later, the room was completely demolished 

whenn the brotherhood ofthe Orazione e Morte decided to erect a new church. From that time on. 

thee iconographic theme of its decoration resulted in a descriptive name ofthe vanished space as 

thee Cametino degli Fremiti, the chamber ofthe hermits.1" This is not. however, the original 

denominationn and cannot be taken as a sure indication of its use during the lifetime of Cardinal 

Odoardo.. or the meaning of its decoration in this context. Before this can be determined, the 

precisee thematic and iconography of Fanfranco's painterly decoration should be understood. 

Lanfranco'ss decoration in the Camchno 

Seventeenth-centur>'' biographers of Fanfranco were well informed about the pictorial 

embellishmentt of the Camerino and its connection with the Palazzetto. but they antedated its 

executionn by a number of years. In Le vile de'pittori scullori ei arehitetii modenu of 1672. 

.lestazz 1994. p. 138: 'Oratorio che risponde nella Morte'. 
"" Bellori 1672 2000. p.378: 'in una camera del casino'. 
'' Passeri 1678 1995. p,]40: 'alcuni quadri ad oglio per certi sotïitli di stan/ioni per !o medesimo Palazzo de f'arnesi 
inn mje'la parte Jc! quarto \cr.->o strada (huha uOv'u L|uen'aK^ Jïe introduce dal Paia/./.u al Giardino. to r i.anfranco s 
workk in the Camermo. see Salerno 1952. Whitfield 1981. pp..'20-321. Sehleier 1983. pp.21-24. Bernini 1985. pp.1 8-
22.. l.jscuolu Lmitnwa 1994. pp. 176-179. / !\unc^ 1995. pp.3 18-320. Sehleier 2000. pp.362-364. Witte 2000. and 
Wittee 2001a. 

l o rr a discussion of the architecture of the Palazzetto and the secret garden, see below. Chapter 2. 
' '' Receipts for rent paid between 1632 and 1634 attest to this continuation of the contract after 1626: see ASN.I ondo 
Parnesiano.b.. 180s.Il: tor the renewal of the contract in 1656 and again in 166"V see N.';nenne !£>23 \ o ! . ! . p. 1 2 7 . n.2 
andd t'ginet 1980. p.90. 
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Giovann Pietro Bellori mentioned that Lanfranco went to Rome following the death of his master 

Agostinoo Carracci in 1602. and then was asked by Annibale Carracci to do the decoration in 'a 

roomm in the casino, at the Arch over the Strada Giulia, where he painted on ail four wails various 

saintss in Penitence; ... and not only on the walls but also on the ceiling he painted in oil small 

figuriness of saints in the desert...'11 In his Vite de Pittori Scultori Et Architetti of approximately 

1678.. the painters' biographer. Giovanni Battista Passed, gave a slightly different account: 

Havingg started to work with the brush and not without some taste of a well founded style 

too the opinion of Carracci. he was given the commission for a number of panel-paintings 

inn oil ... He painted in thetn several holy hermits living in solitary places... By that time, 

hee might have been 24 or 25 years old.1 

Bellorii  seemed to imply that the Camerino dated from shortly after Lanfranco's arrival in 

Rome,, around 1602. and Passeri's information would lead to a dating of 1604-1605. '"*  The 

contractt mentioned above proved both of them wrong, as Lanfranco was not able to decorate the 

wallss - in fresco, as the two remaining scenes show - before the spring of 1611 because of his 

sojournn in Piacenza, and the payments made to him in 1616 and 1617 indicate that it was in all 

probabilityy only several years later that the painter was hired to do the decoration. 

Bellorii  and Passeri were also unaware of the fact that the room remained the property of 

thee broLheihood and offered a view into its church and oratory, but instead considered it a part of 

thee Famese premises, just as the contemporary inventories had done. Bellori suggested 'in 

Palazzoo Famese in a room of the casino', and Passeri even referred to several rooms in the part of 

thee palace adjacent to the garden, implying that it was not one single space for which Lanfranco 

wass commissioned to provide decoration. ' Their confusion can be explained by the fact that the 

' :: Rossini 1725, p.30. cited above at note I. 
Bellorii  1672 2000. p.378: 'Morto Agostino (which occurred on March 2. 1602]. c cresciuto Giovanni sopra 1'eta di 

ventii  anni. si condusse a Roma ne!la scuola di Annibale Carracci. il quale impiegollo nel palazzo Famese in una 
cameraa del casino, all'areo di strada Giulia. coloritivi a fresco in tutte quattro le faceie. varij Santi Romiti in 
penitenzaa ... onde non solo nelie mura, ma anche nel palco dipinse ad olio figurine pieciole di Santi nell'heremo ....' 
111 Passeri 1678/1995. p.140: 'Havendo dato prineipto ad operare col penello e non senza qualche gusto di maniera 
benn fondata col parere del Caracci g!i furono dati a fare aleuni quadri ad oglio ...Dipinse in quelli alcuni SS. Fremiti 
habitant!!  in luoghi solitarij ... A Nora Giovanni Lanfranco poteva essere d'eta d'anni 24 o 25 ..,' 
""  See especially Schleier 1983. pp.21-24. 
!"'' ASN Archivio Famesiano 1805 1, 'Spese per la corte di Odoardo Famese'. li>l.473r.: 'e adi detto (25 I 1618) 
sfcudi]]  cento mjone]ta a Giovanni Lanfranco Pitore per resto di s[ciidi"| 350 ch'imporia la Pitura fatta nel Camerino 
chcc risponde alia Chiesa della compag[ni"|a della mort e eosi accordato con Sfuaj Signojria 111 [ustrissi ]nia ...' These 
paymentss were published b> Deuun/iu 2000. pp.379-380. A dating before the end of 1617 has been proposed in 
Wittee 2001a. p.54: for Lanfranco's 161 I sojourn in Piacenza, see Witte 2001c. For the stylistic aspects, sec also Papi 
2003. . 

Bellorii  1672 2000. p.378: 'palazzo Famese in una camera del casino...' and Passeri 1678 1995. p. 140: 'alcuni 
quadrii  ad oglio per certi soffitti di stanzioni per lo medesirno Palazzo de Laniesi...' 



decorationn of the C'amerino was demolished less than lïftv \ears alter its completion, and the 

paintingss were relocated elsewhere. First of all. Lanfranco's oil-paintings - on canvas - were taken 

outt of the coffered ceiling. In his description. Bellori mentioned that these works had been given 

aa new place in other rooms of the Karncse-palace: 

nott only on the walls but also on the ceiling he painted in oil small figures of saints in the 

desert,, which were not long ago removed and divided in small paintings for the rooms of 

thee said palace. 

AA later remark in the margin of Passeri's manuscript confirmed this, and their bad state of 

preservationn was given as the reason for the remnval and subsequent restoration by the painter 

11 ilippo l.auri.'"' Probably Passeri never saw the C'amerino intact, but only the paintings, while 

Bellori.. on the other hand, might have had access to the room through his contacts with Christina 

off  Sweden who lived in the palace in 1655 and 1658. for which reason he correctly mentioned the 

presencee of frescoes on the walls that Passeri had omitted. It is also possible that he had been told 

soo b\ Lanfraneo himself, as he mentioned at some point in his vita of the artist that he had known 

himm personally.*"' 

Becausee the 1653 inventory of the palace still mentioned the decoration as completely 

intact,, the partial dismantling of the C'amerino must have been done in the subsequent five years: 

sincee the oilpaintings were mentioned in a list of objects to be sent to Parma in 1662. they must 

havee been detached from their original setting by then. Possibly, these interventions can be seen 

inn conjunction with the sojourn of Christina of Sweden, who was the first occupant of the palace 

afterr the death of Cardinal Odoardo and the premature death of Cardinal Francesco Farnese 

(( 1619-1647). A puzzling fact is that shortly before the final demolition of the room in 1 7.12. a 

descriptionn of the C'amerino mentioned the paintings on canvas as in siiu. In his report of the 

Palazzoo Farnese made up that year, the representative of the Parmense Duke in Rome described 

Bellonn 1672 2000. p. 378: 'crcsciuto Giovanni sopra I'eia di \ ent i anni. si condusse a Roma nel la scuola di 
Annibalee Carracci. ü quale impiegollo nel palaz/o farnese in una camera de! casino, all'arco di Strada Giuiia. 
eoloritivii  a fresco in tutte quattro le faccie varii Santi romiti in penitenza. essendo solito il cardinale Farnese ritirarsi 
inn quella camera per sua divo/ione; onde non solo nelle mura ma anche nel palco dipinse ad olio figurine picciole di 
Santii  nell'eremo. le quali non e niolto tempo furono tolte e di\ise in quadretti per le camere del medesimo nala//o ' 

'' Passen 1678 1995. p. MO n.3: ' l ls.V (>6r) Queste HiskuieUc incominciavano (56\) a patire. e turono da! 
Marchesee ... Resident e dell'Aliezza di Parma tatte ristaurare dal Sig. lilipp o I auri c ridurre in (Juadti per 
adornamentoo di certe stanze di sopra. dove al presente si eonservanu.' I or lilippo Lauri see Thieme Becker i 907-
19S()) vol.22, pp.4s 7-45 8. Passeri's information that the paintings were intended for a number of ceilings, i.e. more 
thann one room, might have originated if) this later situation 
:""  Neveu 1980. pp.477-478 and Montanari 2002 on Bellori's services to Christina of Sweden: for the contacts 
betweenn Bellon and Lanfraneo see Sehleier 2000. p.360 n.1. and Bellori !672 2000. p 366: 'noi abbiamo udito 
daü'istessoo Giovanni.' 
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thee room's decoration as completely intact,2' However, all other sources support the assumption 

off  a partial demolition of the room in the 1660s: the sale of paintings with landscapes and hermits 

byy Giovanni Lanfranco from the Farnese-collections in Parma and Naples during the first years 

off  the eighteenth century furthermore contradicts their presence in Rome in 1732." Lanfranco's 

frescoess remained in place until the brotherhood of the Orazione e Morte ended the agreement in 

17311 and decided to aggrandise their complex. The edifice of the church and its adjacent 

buildingss were torn down to erect a new and grander edifice, designed by the architect 

Ferdinandoo Fuga." 

Dismantledd before 1662 and torn down in 1732, the original appearance of the Camerino 

deglii  Fremiti can only be reconstructed with the help of archival material. The list of paintings 

sentt to Parma in 1662 contains a number of canvases that once were part of the ceiling of the 

Camerino.244 Other inventories recorded Lanfranco's paintings after their transport to Parma and 

Naples.2:>> During the following century most of these were lost or sold. ' Today only two of them 

aree extant and held in the Museo Capodimonte in Naples where the Farnese collection was 

movedd in the early eighteenth century.27 The subjects of these two paintings are Christ in the 

desertdesert being served by Angels (fig.4) and Mary Magdalene carried to heaven by angels (fig.5). 

Lanfranco'ss other paintings for the ceiling have not been traced, and were probably lost. 

Inn total, ten canvases, one more than the original nine paintings, have been tentatively 

identifiedd in these lists as originally belonging to the ceiling of the Camerino, on account of their 

relativee size or their attribution to Lanfranco. Light of these arc undisputed.28 The canvases which 

certainlyy came from the Camerino, apart from the two mentioned above, depicted Saint Rustace 

facingg the stag with the Cross between his antlers (probably similar to an earlier composition by 

Annibalee Carracci. see tlg.6), Saint Benedict reading in his grotto while his companion sends 

; ii Whitfield 1981. pp.320-321 n.16 and Schleier 1983. p.22. 
: :: Bernini 1985, pp.354-356 for a number of paintings attributed to lanfranco sold in the years between 1710 and 
172!.. for inventories of the farnese collections, see Bertini 1987. 
: ïï Mager 1964. pp. 16-32. 
:4ASN.. Fondo farnese 131 1 contains a list of paintings: 'Nota delli quadri originali della Guardarobba di S.A.S. in 
Romaa die si mandano a Parma 27 settembre 1662'. Both Salerno 1952. p. 191 n.13 and Bernini 1985. p.342 identified 
paintingss b> Lanfranco as part of the decoration of the Camerino degli fremiti in this description. In later inventories 
(1697.. 1710. 1717 - see Bernini 1985. p.342f. and Bertini 1987}  one gradually loses track of most canvases. The 
exactt chronology of events regarding the destruction of ceiling and room after 1653 is unclear, for a discussion of 
thee sources and interpretations see Sehieier 1983. pp.2 I -24. 
: '' Bernini 1985, pp.354-355 and Bertini 1987. pp.223-226. 
-'' Bernini 1985. pp.344-345. and Bertini 1987. 
' :: La scuola Emiikma 1994. p. 1 76-178. 
:>ii Bernini 1985. p.354 excluded Saint Anthony and Saint fustace from the series; his compilation has not been 
followedd bv others. 



downn a basket. Saint Onuphrius in the desert kneeling before an angel bringing the Host. Saint 

Maryy of Egypt receiving communion from a priest, and the Stigmatisation of Saint Francis."' A 

lastt painting was a subject with a saint that could not be identified by later observers, and was 

simplyy called 'landscape with a bearded hermit.0' This leaves one panel-painting unidentified, for 

whichh two possibilities have been suggested. 

Thee two paintings on which opinions diverge are Saint Anthony of Padua preaching and 

Saintt Paul being carried to Third Heaven. Pictures with these two themes were mentioned in the 

variouss inventories of the Farnese-property in the eighteenth century. 1 he former painting, 

untraceablee since the mid-eighteenth century, has been excluded on the grounds of its 

iconographyy as Saint Anthony was not a proper hermit, although according to some 

hagiographies.. he did Ii\ c as a recluse aruund 1222/ As will be discussed in Chapter 4. this 

paintingg should be included in the programme of the Camcrino notwithstanding its seemingly 

differentt theme. The latter painting should be dissociated from the series on the ground of its 

measurements,, which do not match the standard format of the other canvasses: and again, 

becausee its subject was not an anchorite saint." Moreover, this latter painting was not included in 

thee 1662 list, but only occurred in later inventories, and the attribution to Lanfranco of this latter 

canvas,, now in the Museo Capodimonte in Naples, has definitively been refuted in modern 

literature. . 

Thee subjects of Lanfranco's frescoes in the Camcrino were obviously deemed suitable as 

decorationn for the new church of Santa Maria dell Ora/ione e Morte. as all four scenes were taken 

downn and re-applied to the walls of the new building.u One was later destroyed, and another is 

hiddenn behind the present organ. One of the two visible frescoes depicts Saints Paul the First 

;""  In the list of 1662. published by lilangieri di Candida 1002. p.267-271. Salerno 1952. p. 191. n.l.V Bernini 1985. 
pp.354-355.. and Bertini 19X7. pp. 223-224. seven paintings were described: '6. I n quadro in tela eon N.S': nel desert o 
ett anueli ehe li portano i! mangiarc ... 18. I rn quadro in tela con uri paese S. liustachio clie li apparisce il Cervio con 
Crocefissoo in mezzo le corne con il cavallo e tre cani ... 20. In quadro in tela con S. Francesco ehe rieeve le stimate 
ee eompagno eon libro in man» ... 24. I n quadro in tela con S. Benedetto nella grotta eon libro in mano compagno 
ehee nianda giu un eanestrino. et un demonio ehe lira una sassata. ... M. I n quadro iti tela eon paese e S': Maria 
Madalenaa in estasi sostenuta da 3 Angelini ... 41. I n quadro in tela con paese e deserto con S. llonofrio in ginoeehi 
conn un Angelo ehe lo comuniea ... 66. I :n quadro in tela eon paese. et aqua con S. Maria Fgitiaca et un altro santo 
ehee li porta la Communione...' 

Salernoo I 952. p. 191 n. 1 3 no.9 and Bernini 1985. p.355: 'I. n quadro in tela eon paese Kremimrio. et un Romito con 
barbaa grande mano del lanfranchi segnato n.205'. 

.IS'vol.. iunii 2. p.706 and US !%1-1970 vol.2, col. 159 relate this episode. 
vv This painting was described in the inventory of'the Paizzo del Giardino in Parma of 1 708 as 'S. Paolo rapito da ire 
antietii  a I terzo eielo' (see Bertini 1987. p. 201). and is now in Capodimonte: see I.a scuohi Emiliuna 1994. p. 1 61: here 
thee painting has been ascribed to Lorenzo (larbieri. 
; ;; Salerno 1952, p.191 and Bernini 1985. pp.354-356 included this painting of Saint Paul. Schleier 1979. p.12. 
Sehleierr 1983. p.23 and La scuoia Lmilianu !994. p.161 did not. 
;-tt The juvniinK tor the detjiehment of the frescoes are cited h\ I lager 1964 n 60 dor IV 
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Hermitt and Saint Anthony Abbot praying together while a raven brings them a loaf of bread 

(fig.7);; the other fresco depicts Saint Simeon Stylite visited by a snake climbing up his column 

(fig.8).. The fresco behind the organ has been identified on account of the visible details as Saint 

Brunoo visited by Count Ruggero (fig.9).3:> The fourth fresco has. as far as the information goes, 

neverr been described and was destroyed in 1909-1910 when a doorway was opened in the 

supportingg wall. It is generally assumed that, for reasons of symmetry, it was also of horizontal 

format. . 

Howw did these four frescoes and nine panels fit  into the original space? As the inventories 

andd descriptions indicated, Lanfranco's decoration consisted of frescoes on the four walls, 

probablyy one scene on each side surrounded by ornamental borders in fresco. This structure 

resembledd the decoration of the Cappella dei Santi Fondatori in Grottaferrata, painted by 

Domenichinoo in 1610. or the Oratorio di Sant'Andrea next to San Gregorio al Celio, a 

commissionn in which Lanfranco was involved in 1609."*1 The ceiling of the Camerino consisted 

off  a wooden structure, probably gilded, in which the nine paintings were inserted, with the Christ 

servedserved by Angels in the middle, and around this, the other paintings were arranged in rows of 

three.. If one doubles the width of the painting of Mary Magdalene and adds the width of the 

ChristChrist one arrives at 3 meters for a total width, while their cumulative height adds up to 3.34 

meters.-77 The total length and width of the paintings left enough space for an ornate gilt wooden 

ceiling,, as was mentioned in the inventories. 

Alll  wall-surfaces of the Camerino were thus embellished with landscapes and solitary 

saints,, exactly as the sources described. Notwithstanding the epithet 'Room of the hermits'; the 

Camerinoo technically also contained other saints, such as Saint Anthony of Padua. Saint Eustace, 

andd Saint Francis who, according to the sources, had not spent a long period in the desert. 

However,, most of the saints were indeed anchorites, and the combination of landscapes and 

solitaryy saints automatically conjured up the term hermit to the Seicento beholder, as Bellori's and 

Passeri'ss descriptions indicated. The coherence in the decoration of the Camerino conjures up 

threee interrelated questions. Firstly, what was the tradition of anchorite iconography in Roman 

painting?? Secondly, where and in what kind of spaces was it applied'? And thirdly, was there a 

:: Schleier 1%4. p. 10. published photographs of the visible details of this fresco and recognised its iconography on 
thee grounds of a print after Lanfranco. from the series Vita di San Hrunone of 1620-1621. 
;""  Bcllori 1672 2000, pp.296-301. Passed 1678 1995. pp.29-34. Spear 1982 vol.1, pp.10-11 and 159-171. Kocchi 
1998.. pp.212-215. Witte 2001b and Witte 2003; on the Oratory ot'Sant'Andrea. see Bcllori 1672 2000. pp.302-304. 
Passerii  1678 1995. pp.28-29 and 148. Pepper 1988. cat.no.32. Fumagalli 1 990 and Pedrocchi 1993. pp.91-101. 
^^ La scuola Etmliana 1994, p. 176 gives the measurements of the Christ as 1 16 x 143 cm and those of the Mary 
MagdaleneMagdalene  ̂ 1 09 x 78 cm. 
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thematicc connection perceived between the individual scenes of comparable cycles, and what 

doess that say about the meaning of the theme in early Seicento Rome? By looking at these aspects 

inn the antecedents of the Camcrino. the background and intentions of this particular 

iconographicall  theme might be better understood. 

Anchorit ee iconography around 1600 

Thee first medium through which anchorite iconography was popularised from the last decades of 

thee (/inqucccnto onwards was that of print series, especially after designs by Girolamo Muzianü. 

Macrtenn de Vos and Abraham Bloemaert. The first published a number of related prints in quick 

succession,, and the last two devised their prints a:-, coherent sets of images. These series appeared 

inn the years between 1567 and 1615. and offered painters a real compendium of inspiration, 

depictingg even the most obscure saints from upper l.gypt and Kuropc not treated in art before. 

11 he pictorial environment of these figures could vary from vast landscapes to small caves: 

(iirolamoo Mu/iano. whose prints appeared seperately from 1567 onwards, habitually placed 

smalll  figures of hermits in the margin of the composition, thereby allowing the landscape to play 

thee main role in the composition (fig. 10)/*  Me chose well-known anchorites and saints as 

staffstaff age. such as Saint Francis. Saint Mary Magdalene, and Onufrius. In this sense, his prints 

weree close in character to the iconography as encountered in paintings of the period. Maerten de 

Vos'' series, the Solitudo sivc Vitae Pat mm Eremiiolarum and its feminine counterpart Solitudo 

sivcsivc Vitae foeminarum anachoretum. both published in 15S6. the Syivae Sacrac of 1593-1594. 

thee frophaeum Vitae Solitariae of 1598. and the Oraeuium Anachoretum of 1600. somewhat 

reducedd the background in favour of the representation of the actions of the solitary saints/" 

Abrahamm Bloemaert cramped the saints of his series entitled Sacra Ere mus Ascctarum 

AscetriaritmAscetriaritm of 1612 (fig. 11) in narrow spaces, mostly the interiors of grottoes, without offering 

thee beholder so much as a glimpse of a natural setting.' ' These three series inspired other artists 

too try their luck with the same theme: a ease in point is the series by Francesco Valesio. ///. 

AnachoretumAnachoretum Elogia. published in Venice in 1612. which responded almost immediately with his 

ownn series of prints with hermits in landscapes."! Many other artists produced individual etchings 

orr engravings of landscapes peopled by anchorite saints, which attest to the wide dissemination 

'""  Bierirns de Haan 1948. pp.1 21-130 and Sellink 1994. cat.no.61-61 
Schuckmannn 1096. pp.197-200, These series were published by De Sadeler in Antwerp and Venice; for the 

activitiess of the Sadeier as engravers and publishers of these prints, see Les Sadder 1992 
;; Knipping 1974 vol.2, p.444. llloemaen inventor 1988. pp.3 1-̂ 2 . Roethlisberger 1992 and Roethlisberuer Bok 
19933 voi. i. pp. I 'II  and i 73. 
""  Eremuen and h'.remiluycn 1993. cal no. 1 1 v for Valesio see I'hieme Becker 1 907-l9s(> vol U n 71 
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off  the subject matter around 1600, 

Whatt kind of context were these prints intended for? The series by Bloemaert. Sadeler 

andd De Vos. published in Antwerp. Germany and Venice, were marketed throughout Kurope in 

greatt quantities, with wide reception well into Italy. Information on the publishers of these cycles 

suggestss that these series were aimed at the monastic reader; but large print-nms suggest that 

theirr were also bought by others.42 The presence of these series in many ecclesiastical and 

princelyy collections attest to their wide popularity, but also to their possible neutrality in an 

iconographicc sense. Any beholder could obviously appreciate this kind of imagery. These images 

weree also widely used as models for paintings in fresco or oil. A well-known adaptation of such 

graphicc examples to panel or canvas arc two pendant paintings by Paul Brif commissioned by 

cardinall  Federico Borromeo (1564-1631). archbishop of Milan, copied after prints by Sadeler 

fromm designs by Maerten de Vos, and depicting the lesser known Saints Mutius and Anub.43 

Anotherr adaptation of such prints can be found in a frescoed ceiling of a room in Isola del Liri , to 

bee discussed later. 

Aroundd the same time - between 1570 and 1600 - artists in Rome began to produce in 

largee number cabinet-paintings on canvas or panel with the subject of desert-saints, especially 

landscape-painterss took up the theme, among them well-known artists such as Muziano and Paul 

Bril ;; many others took up the subject as well.44 Certain saints, most of whom were depicted in the 

Camerino,, can even be deemed popular: especially Saints John the Baptist, Jerome. Anthony 

Abbot.. Mar/ Magdalene and Saint Francis - in solitary prayer on the mountain of Fa Vema or 

receivingg the Stigmata - became commonly depicted subjects, as can be deduced from their 

presencee in many contemporary inventories.4' A number of other saints can be added to the list, 

suchh as Mary of F.g.vpt and Onuphrius.4'1 The school of the Carracei produced quite a number of 

thesee kind of easel-paintings, of small to moderate size. An important trend-setting work was the 

PenitentPenitent Magdalene by Annibale (tig. 12), where the composition of the reclining female figure 

i :: [{specially Hieronvmus Verdussen, publisher of seyeral editions of Bloemaerts' Sacra Ere mus. was specialised in 
devotionall  and liturgical books for the monastic market; see l)e Nave 1996. p.254f. and Nauwelaerts 1975. p.275. 
Apartt from that, the dedications oi~ several editions of the Sacra Etvmus to prior and superiors of monasteries 
suggestss that regulars were the intended public of these editions 
nn Jones 1988b and Jones I W . p.H.v 
111 Cavaz/ini in The (ienius of Rome 2001. pp.209 and 211. 
'""  On the iconography of Saint John the Baptist see BS 1961-1970 vol. 6. cols.616-624. Metzsch 1989 and 1 refters 
2000;; tbr Saint Jerome see BS 196M97Ö vol.6, cols. 1 i 32-1 i.s7. Iriedniatm 1980. Riddernos 1984, Rice 1985. 
Russoo 1987 and Wiebel 1988; for Saint Mary Magdalene, see fiS vol.8, cols.1 104-1 107. Malvern 1975. Ingenhoff-
Danhauserr 1984 and Uaskins 1993; on Saint Francis see US 1961-1970 vol.5, cols.1 128-1131. Heap 1974 and 
L'imagineL'imagine Ji San Francesco 1982. 
!'' On Mary of Eigypt see BS 1961-1970 vol.8 cols.981-994 and l.CI vol.7. cols507-5l I; for saint Onuphrius see 
ibidem,ibidem, \ol.9 culs. 11 87-1 200 and IX 7 vol.8 cols.84-88. 
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readingg a book was used a number of times b> Uomemchino in his own landscape-

compositions." " 

Mostt of these paintings were of small format, executed either for non-identifiable patrons 

orr for the art-market, which makes it hard to pinpoint a particular intention behind this kind of 

iconography.. 1 he tact that these easel-paintings could be hung in galleries suggests that 

appreciationn of these works might have had aesthetic overtones, in which the bu\er deemed the 

settingg as more important than the subject.4*  On other occasions, however, these religious 

subjectss were indeed listed correspondingly: the 1616 Mattei inventory for example mentioned a 

'Saintt Francis b> Mu/iano [and aj Naked Saint Jerome in the act of beating himself, and doing 

penancee ...' under the heading of 'Paintings for devotion'.44 This indicates that the religious 

messagee was understood even outside of a particular devotional or liturgical context Whether 

thesee paintings contained a large landscape-setting is not known, but it can be assumed on 

accountt of the name of Mu/iano mentioned as their author. 

Onlyy in the case of larger panels intended for altarpieces in chapels and churches, were 

thee religious intentions of such paintings unequivocally clear. Girolamo Muziano, who apart from 

beingg an artist with particular renown in the new genre of landscape, was also sought after for 

numerouss religious commissions. Around 1584. he painted for Gregory XII I Boncompagni an 

allarpiecee depicting Saint Jerome preaching in the Wilderness, for the chapel of Saint Gregory in 

neww Saint Peters' (fig. 1 3)."1" It represented the saint within a large landscape surrounded by 

attendantt figures listening to the sermon. Other examples of penitential and solitary saints in 

altarpiecess were common, and depended, as in the former case, upon the dedication of the church. 

Forr the concept of the Camerino. however, these easel-paintings and altarpieces were probably of 

littl ee avail. 

AA third group of precursors for the Camerino degli Fremiti were fresco-series with 

anchoritee subjects both in public churches and private chapels. An early, and chronologically 

'' Sec tor example Classiasmo e natura 1996. eat.nos. 8.9. 14, 17. 19 and 25. 
'^'  ̂ The thesis that religious works were deprived of their meaning when allocated in artcollections is suggested in 
Stoichitaa 1994. esp pp.424-425. As wil l be discussed below this conclusion is not followed here. For the presence of 
workss of art with hermit-iconography and. or landscapes in collections of art in the seventeenth century, see the series 
off  the (iettv Provenance Index in the The Burlineton Mayazitw and the Italian Inventories esp Safarik 1996 on the 
Colonnaa collections: see also Oippelletti Testa 1994 on the Mattei-inventories. and Wa/binski 1994. vol.2 pp.575-
6188 lor the collection of cardinal Del Monte. The Gett> Provenance index t.an abo he consulted through internet on 
hup:: piedi.getty.edu. 
' '' Cappeiietti 'Testa 1994. p.!7.V 'Quadri di Devozione ... \'.5 l.'n quadro di San francesco del Mutiano. con cornice 
dii  noee .. N.8 I !n quadro di San Girolamo ignudo in atto di hattersi, e far peniten/a ..' Kor comparable instances, 
seee further on in this same inventory where other works by Muziano are listed under the same heading, such as a 
'quadroo grande di un S.to Antonio h rem ito di mario del Mutiano ...'. in the inventory o\~ 1631 
''' Da Como !9i(). ";.!! ! 1 !8 and Rice 1997. p.2.V26. 
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isolatedd example, was the Cappella Fetti in San Silvestro al Quirinale. Around 1526, Fra Mariano 

Fetti.. an intimate of Clement VII Medici (1523-1534). commissioned the painter Polidoro da 

Caravaggioo to decorate his chapel in this church."1 The subject of the decoration on the two 

laterall  walls were episodes from the lives of two female saints, Mary Magdalene and Catherine of 

Siena.. Mary Magdalene was shown washing the feet of Christ, meeting the rî en Christ in the 

episodee of Noli me tangere in the foreground, and up in the sky borne up to heaven by angels; on 

thee other side-wall of the chapel Saint Catherine was depicted hovering on clouds while being 

mysticallyy wedded to Christ, and being received with other Dominican nuns by the pope. 

Althoughh the latter saint was not strictly considered an anchoress, Mary Magdalene was the most 

importantt example for her own spiritual life, as she conceded to her confessor. In her vita, the 

dailyy ascension of Mary Magdalene was compared to Catherine's frequent raptures, and thus a 

spirituall  link was perceived between the two saints by the contemporary beholder.̂ 

Polidoro'ss early example of large landscapes with anchorite-scenes in San Silvestro al 

Quirinalee was only taken up again in Rome in the late sixteenth century. In the late 1590s, the 

Flemishh painter Paul Bril executed the decoration of the hallway leading to the Cappella del 

Bagnoo of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, where according to legend the saint had been martyred." 

Thee new decoration consisted of a series of frescoes with anchorite scenes set in a decorative 

framework.. The ceiling and the upper part of the walls of the passage to the chapel were adorned 

withh landscapes with Saints Paul the first Hermit. Onuphrius, Jerome, Mary of Fgypt, Hilarius 

andd some other saints, a!! in the act of prayer (see tigs 14 and IS)/1 Captions underneath these 

imagess revealed to the viewer the identity of these saints. This was not the first instance of 

Vasarii  I960-1987 voi.4, p.462, (eds ! 550 and i 578): 'or a Sari Saivesüo ui Müniecavaüo per fra' Mariano, per casa 
ee per il giardino, alcunc cosette; et in chiesa li dipinsero la sua cappella. c due storie colorite di Santa Maria 
Maddalenaa ...' Vasari did nol identify' the other scene with Saint Catherine of Siena. See Buchovviecki 1967-1974 
vol.3.. pp.873-874. Ravelli 1987. Gnann 1991. and Stollhans 1992. pp.516-525. 
' :: Gnann 1991. p.135; in the vita of Catherine of Siena (first published 1477 in Latin) as described in Da Capua 
1978,, pp.44-45 recounted the zeal of the young Catherine after reading the lives of the desert Fathers to imitate their 
solitaryy life; see p.43: 'rivelo umilmente in confessione che in quel tempo. senza I'aiuto di maestro e sen/a averlo 
lettoo nei libri , ma col solo insegnamento dello Spirito Santo, aveva saputo e conosciuto la vita e i modi di vivere dei 
Santii  Padri dell'Lgitto ...' ibidem, p.44: 'Mi ha infatti confessato che. quand'era piccina. desiderava arden temen te di 
ritirarsii  in un èremo ... Non potendo piu contenere quel desiderio. pensö unamattina d'andare in cerea di un èremo.' 
Ihicicm,Ihicicm, p.20! recounts the special protection of Catherine from saint Mary Magdalene, and the daily ascension of 
Marvv Magdalene was likened io the frequent raptures of Catherine of Siena: 'Come Maria Maddalena rimase per 
trenlatree anni nella spelonca sen/a prender cibo. e in eontinua contemplazionc, eosi Caterina, dal tempo deila visione 
finoo al trentatreesimo anno di eta. durante il quale rnori, attese con tanto fervore alia contemplazionc dell'Altissimo 
.... L: come quella era rapita dagli Angeli sette coke al giorno in aria, dove ascokava i misleri di Dio; cosi quesla. per 
maagiorr parte del tempo, rapita ai sensi dalia forza dello spirito, eontemplava le cose celesti. e con gh Angeli lodava 
ill  Signore. Per questo spesse volte il suo corpo appariva sospeso in aria ...' 
Sïï Bondini 1855 and Kuhn-Forte 1997. pp.279-346, esp. pp.295-300; see also Hendriks Negro Rub\ 2003. 
''*''*  Maver 1910, p.29, Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, Abromson 1981, pp.141-146. Ruby 1999. p.3b. Marehetti 1999 and 
Hendrikss 2003 (furthcoming). 
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paintingg landscape?» with hermits in this church: the vestibule of the Santa Cecilia had already 

receivedd a frieze oflandscapes with hermits, not all identifiable for lack of attributes. The author 

oïoï these frescoes was Fabri/io Parmigiano." Both decorative cycles were commissioned by 

Paoloo Hmitio Sfondrato (1561-1618). nephew of Gregory XIV Sfondrato (1591). Sfondrato was 

titularr cardinal of the church, and was an intimate friend of Odoardo Farnese in the College ot 

cardinals:: moreover they were related by family-ties.̂  Sfondrato's patronage of this chapel and 

thee choice for hermits as the dominant theme surely set an example for the Camerino degli 

Fremiti. . 

Ann example of a private chapel in which anchorite iconography played a significant role 

iss found in Vill a Sacchetti at C'astel Fusano. In this case, the patrons were the Sacchetti family 

thatt was firmly tied lo the court of F'rban VII I Rarberini \'\ 624-1644) and his family: the ceiling-

decorationn in the Sa/a of their palace even proclaimed in fresco this important relation of 

dienteiism.̂ ^ Between 1626 and 1629. the walls of the chapel of the suburban vill a were covered 

byy Pietro da Cortona and his pupils with landscape-frescoes, containing episodes from the Bible 

and,, characteristically, solitary' saints. Again, the choice of penitent saints was quite predictable 

andd for that reason not informative regarding their particular meaning: Saint John the Baptist. 

Marvv Magdalene, and Saint Francis in prayer. Besides these hagiographie scenes a number üf 

landscapess were executed in which moments from the life of Christ for example the Flight to 

Lgvptt were situated."K The ceiling-decoration contained six roundels, in which the Creation was 

represented.'''' What the hermits precisely alluded to in this setting, and whether their solitary 

statuss added anything to the meaning, remains unclear. 

Apartt from series with numerous saints, fresco-cycles dedicated exclusively to the iii e of 

onee specific solitarv figure were also popular during the last decades of the sixteenth century, 

especiallyy in cloisters of Roman monasteries. The ambulatories in the Trinita dei Monti and 

Sanff  Andrea della Fratte. both be lont» in» lo the Order of the Minims, contained series of lunettes 

Mattt Iliac I 970. p. 53 and dunk rumali di Roma 1%7-presem. vol.Fv.v p.222. 
"'  On Cardinal Sfondrato sec Moroni 1840-1879 vol. fo. pp.8^84. PaMor 1925-lQ.v vol.10. pp.s.s8-MI. Gallagher 
1999.. Kconomopoulos 2001 and Smith O'N'eil 2002. pp.75-79. 

Seee Scott 1998 tor this interpretation of this cycle by Cortona and his pupils. 
'""  Bnganti I«i82. pp.177-182. Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, p.}  ̂ and Merz 1991. pp.186-189; for its iconograph> sec 
/irpoloo 1998 
^'' / irpolo 1998. p.97 discussed the programme as a visualisation of Augustinian writings on the Sacraments: Mary 
Magdalen.. I rancis and John the Baptist would then refer to penitence and baptism respectively. The landscapes were 
regardedd hv he as unrelated to the iconouraphv. hut as a reference to the 'villa's bucolic setting', p.8"7. 
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withh the lite of their founder San Francesco di Paola/'" Saint Francesco had lived as a hermit 

duringg long periods of his life. In both cycles, executed by groups of painters, landscape played a 

lesserr or greater role, depending on the episode depicted. However, within the whole concept the 

anchoritee lif e was only part of the narrative scenes, as it was considered more important to 

representt San Francesco as the founder of the Order lather than his solitary life. The cloister of 

thee Trinita dei Monti was executed approximately between 1580 and 1585; that of Sant'Andrea 

wass decorated half a century later, but never completed. 

Inn a third cloister, that of the monastery of Sant'Onofrio on the slope of the Janiculum 

Hill ,, belonging to the Jeronimite Order, the life of the Egyptian hermit Saint Onuphrius was 

depicted.622 Landscape-settings became especially dominant in the second half of this cycle, 

whichh illustrated the saints' lif e in the desert. The first half showed him as a child, and as a young 

monkk living in a monastery. Thus, in all three cases the fresco-series were planned around the 

figurefigure of one saintly character, in which the anchorite life was only part of the subject. The 

inclusionn of a number of scenes does however point at the importance of this aspect as part of the 

religiouss life. For depictions of individual scenes in the Camerino, the narrative coherence in the 

embellishmentt of these cloisters was markedly different from the cycle in the Camerino. 

Palazzoo Farnese at Caprarola 

Thee fourth category of examples on which Fan franco could draw consisted nf nnohorite cycles in 

secularr palaces. A number of such private spaces were directly comparable to the Camerino degli 

Fremiti.. The earliest, and at the same time most important for the Camerino. were two related 

roomss in the Palazzo Farnese at Caprarola - owned by the Farnese family, and frequently used by 

cardinall  Odoardo during his lifetime (fig. 16). The familiarity of the patron of the Camerino degli 

Fremitii  with these spaces merits a detailed look at those two predecessors, Lven more important 

iss the existence of contemporary written programmes describing the iconographic concepts of 

bothh rooms, as well as the reception of this decoration by the contemporary' Roman public. 

Aroundd 1556, Odoardo's great-uncle Cardinal Alessandro Farnese commissioned the 

architectt (iiacomo lïarocci da Vignola (1507-1573) to convert into a vill a the half-finished 

fortresss at Caprarola. sixty kilometres north of Rome and located close to family's original 

Forr Saint Francesco di 1*3013. a fifteenth-century solitary saint From southern Italy who founded a lieremitical 
Orderr in France around 15(H), *ee fiS 1961-1970 vol.5. cols.1 163-1 1 84. On the order of the Minims, see Koberti 
1902.. Whitmore 1967 and DIP vol.5. cols. 1 356-1361. 
':: For the decoration in the cloister of Ss. Trinita see Martinelli 1660 1969. pp.183-184. Salerno 1967. p.37 and 
kirwi nn 1972. eat.noA"; for Sant'Andrea della Frattc see Salvagini 1967. pp.10!-102 and D'Onolrio 1971. pp.64-68. 
! :: Ahromson 1981. pp.200-207. Maeioee 1990. pp. 141-144. and Chapter 6. pp.234-239. 
"'' Aronbery-l.avin !990. pp.240-241 and Aronberg-l.avin 1993. 
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politicall  base at the l.ago di Bolsena/' I his mCcu had been begun around 152] during the 

cardinalatee of his grandfather Paul III . and had been left unfinished after the Sack of Rome in 

1527.'"""  After the conclusion of the wars ravaging Italy in the first half of the sixteenth century, 

thee site became obsolete as defence, but offered itself for the new project of a villa.** 

Constructionn began in 1359. and after more than ten years of intense building-activity, the project 

wass completed around 1573. 

Althoughh it was called a Palazzo because of its architectural resemblance to the 

impenetrablee character and size of a typical urban palace, the project reflected on another level 

thee Roman tradition of the \illa. Vignola was experienced in this field, as he had earlier co-

operatedd on the project of the Vill a Giulia in Rome." At Caprarola. the substructure and some 

wallss of the fortress were used, but the internal organisation and external appearance were 

completelyy altered. Where the lower level retained its former image as fortress - the five bastions 

weree left in place - the new facade contained an open loggia as its main feature. At the back of 

thee budding, extensive gardens were laid out. that could be reached over two bridges spanning 

thee moat. 

Alcssandroo F am esc hastened to see this delicious vill a with the grandeur of a palace ready 

forr use. Already in 1561. when the architecture was not completely finished and only the lower 

store\\ was standing, he hired painters to decorate the ground-floor-apartments with frescoes/'* 

Thee walls and ceilings of the rooms on this floor were embellished with the subject of the 

seasons,, constituting a general allusion to the ancient vill a and its life in harmony with nature.'1' 

Thee execution of this decoration was in the hands of Taddeo Zuccari. his brother Federico and 

theirr workshop, who were renowned for their speed of execution.' 

Nott long afterwards, the decoration of the piano nob He was undertaken by the same group 

off  painters. In the vault of the loggia circumscribing the courtyard traditional motifs of the villa-

decorationn of the late sixteenth century were applied: the vine- and pergola-themes with birds and 

otherr animals visible in the openings towards the sky. coats of arms of the family, and along the 

'"'' Labrot 1970. Collin 1979. pp.28l-.i02. Bilanda-Guidoni Marini Portoghesi 1996. Hopkins 2002 pp. 124-125. 
Centronii  200.i and Cantons 2003: for its decoration sec Sebastiani 1741. Pra/ 197s. pp.82-86. Partridge 1970. pn X I -
87.. Parlndue 1972. Partridge 1978. Cntltn 1979. pp.28M07. Robertson 1992. pp.74-P0. Partridge l ' » .\ and most 
recentlyy Partridge. 2001. 
"""  Partridge 2001. pp.263-264. 
"""  Keller 1980 and hhrlich 2002. p.49-67 

Rufiïnièree du Prey 1994. pp.^-^X and Trommel 2962 
""  Robertson 1992. pp.88-124. 
'' lilhie Pae.sc 1980. pp.22-23. 

""  Acidini Luehip.at 1998 vol.L ' \ l s9f 
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wallss niches contained sculptures of the twelve Roman emperors/1 In all aspects, the Farnese 

palacee in Caprarola recreated the classical type of the vill a as close as possible. 

'['he'['he piano nobile of the Palazzo Farnese (see the groundplan in fig. 17}  consisted of a 

numberr of chambers decorated with a range of subjects, extending from the 'Fasti Farnesiani' and 

aa Sala delle Carte Geografiehe. both meant as reception-halK to more private apartments in 

whichh the rooms were illustrated with mythological and allegorical representations of sleep. 

dreams,, the production of fabrics and the Hcrmatena, a fusion between the mythological gods 

Hermess and Athena.72 The three subjects were all intimately related to the function of the room. 

suchh as the bedroom, a study or a wardrobe.73 The decoration of any room or hall on this main 

floorr was always related to its use, and/or its intended users. 

Twoo of the more private spaces in Caprarola anticipated the Camerino degli Eremiti in 

bothh its iconographical theme. These rooms have been known respectively since the eighteenth 

centuryy as the Stanza della Penitenza and the Stanza della Solitudine; contemporary sources 

referredd to them by the term studio, and seventeenth-century inventories indicated them with 

varyingg terms such as studiolo or simply as the 'room with the round table'. As in the case of the 

Camerinoo in Rome, the eighteenth-century term were derived from the subject of their 

decoration;; in both rooms, the ceilings depicted scenes of solitary life. ' The amount of 

landscape,, however, was quite restricted because of the inclusion in both cases of smaller painted 

sceness within a stucco ornaments. 

Thee Stanza della Solitudine 

Thee vault of the Stanza della Solitudine (tig. 18) was painted by Taddeo and Fedcrico Zuccari 

betweenn 1563 and 1565. on the basis of a programme devised by Onofrio Panvinio (1530-

711 See Partridge 2001. pp.277-280 tor the decoration of the vaults of the loggia. A well-known example of a loggia 
wheree this antique motif of the pergola and vine was in the Vill a Giulia in Rome; many other examples can be found 
inn and around sixteenth-century Rome, for example in the loggia of Palazzo Altemps and in a garden-pavilion in the 
Vill aa Medici; see Hochmann, Morel 1995 for the latter. In the early seventeenth century, such a loggia was painted by 
Paull  Bril and Guide Reni for Scipione Borghese in the present Palazzo Pallavlcini-Rospigliosi; see Negro 1996. 
'  See Se/.nec 1972. pp. 286, 288 and 291-298 for the importance of mythological themes in the decoration at 

Caprarola;; for the concept of the Hennathena, a conceit probably invented by Cicero for the decoration of the 
peristylee of his vill a in Tusculum. see DNP vol.5, cols.421-422. 
711 See Partridge 1971 and 1972 for the iconography of the Sala d'Hrcole. Partridge 1978 for the Sala dei Fasti 
farnesianii  and Partridge 1995 for the Sala delle Carte Geografiehe; see Coffin 1979. p.296-299 for a general 
discussionn of the relation between iconography and function of the two apartments on the piano nobile in Caprarola. 

;; The names for both these rooms derive from the 1741 description of the palace; see Sebastiani 1741. p.69: 'Stan/a 
dettaa della Solitudine' and p.75: 'Camera detta della Penitenza'; earlier inventories indicated the rooms with varying 
terms,, from 'studiolo' to 'stanza col tavolo rotondo.' See Jestaz 1998, p.55 and note 5, p.60. Giro 1961 vol.3, p.237 
calledd the Stanza della Solitudine a studio. 

Thiss naming of the rooms in accordance with the theme of their decoration is clearly stated on the plan ot the 
Palazzoo farnese in Caprarola published in 1746: "Tutte le Stan/e pigliano i! nome dall'lsroria che vi sta dipinta.' 
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I5ó8).. Panvinio. a courtier in Alessandro Parnese's household, was asked to propose an 

iconographicc theme, but his inexperience in visualising texts led to a quarrel with the Zuccari 

brothers,, which forced him to consult with the poet Annibal Caro (1507-1566). who since 1547 

wass secretary, librarian and adviser in artistic affairs to Cardinal Alessandro. Caro had provided 

thee decorative schemes tor other rooms in the Palazzo at Caprarola. such as the Stanza 

dell'Aurora.. which he had described in detail in a letter to Taddeo Zuccari. The new co-operation 

withh Panvinio suggests that a more theologically oriented programme was required. '*  Por this 

reason.. Panvinio. an Augustinian monk with pro (band knowledge on ecclesiastical history, was 

askedd to provide the themes for the Stan/a dclla Soliludine. but his inexperience led to 

disagreementt with the Zuccari.'v To resolve the problem. Caro rewrote Panvinio's concept. 

Inn his letter to Panvinio of 15 May 1565. Annibal Caro described the decorative 

programmee of the Stanza della Solitudine. Each figure was accompanied by an appropriate 

citation,, explaining its identity as well as exemplary status, from this iconograpical essay it can 

hee understood that the Christian saints and hermits were valued as morally superior to their 

precursors,, the pagan solitaries. Caro probably had a design of the vault's stucco compartments in 

frontt of him when he devised this, and in his letter he explained to Panvinio scene by scene what 

shouldd be depicted in each of these compartments: 

Inn one of the middle |scenesj. which is the most important. I would make the principal 

andd most praised form of loneliness: that which is of our own religion, which is different 

fromm that of the Gentiles: because our | Saints] have come out of their solitude to teach the 

people,, and the Gentiles have retreated from the people into solitude. Large paintings. So. 

inn one of the large scenes in the middle I would depict the solitude of the Christians: and 

inn the middle of that 1 would depict CUKISI our Lord, and on both sides next to each other. 

Paull  the Apostle. John the Precursor."" Jerome. Prancis and others, as many as it can 

contain,, who come from various places out of the desert towards the people to preach the 

evangelicc doctrine, representing on the one side of the painting the desert, and on the 

otherr side the people. In the other painting on the opposite side, I would as contrast put 

'' Acidini l.uehinat 1998 vol.1, p.212 and Robertson 1992. p. 104. 
Forr Annibal Curo ! ! 507-!  see !)B! !9r>0-present v:T20. pp.4(>7-508 and Robertson !982, pp. Ï 6̂  !  t; tor 

Onofnoo Panvinio 11 5 30-1 5nKl see Moroni 1840-1879 \o l5 ! . p 102 and Robertson I W 1 pp .2:002." lor an 
a^essmentt of Cam \ rote as artistic adviser, sec Mope 1981. pp.302-1<>6 and Robertson P>82 

lorr the description of the Stan/a dell'Aurora see Caro 196 \ vol. 3. pp 131-140. 
Thiss is suggested in the text of Cam's letter to Panvinio: Caro 1961 \ol.3. p.237: 'l.'inven/ioni per dipinyere hi 

studioo di monsignor ilhistrissimo Parne.se e necessario die siano applicate a la disposi/.ion del pittore. o la 
disposizionn sua a I'invenzion vostra. e pioché si vede che egii non s'c voluto accomodar a voi. btsogna per forza die 
noii  ci accomodiamo a hii per non far disordinc c confusione.' 
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thee solitude of the Gentiles, and I would plaee there various kinds of philosophers who 

wil ll  not come out. but wil l go into the desert and turn their back on the people. 

Visualisingg in particular some of the Platonists, who will also gouge out their eyes, in 

orderr that they will not be impeded by sight in [their] philosophising. I would portray 

Tinionn who hurled stones at humans, and 1 would depict some people that, without being 

seen,, exposed outside these barren places tablets, or their writings, to instruct people 

withoutt having contact with them. And these two would be the scenes of the two major 

fieldss in the middle, which would contain the subject of solitude in general.1 

Preciselyy as Caro had prescribed it. Zuccaro painted the two scenes of the Christians and the 

Paganss opposite each other on the ceiling of the room (figs. 19 and 20). On the one side, Christ is 

depictedd with John and Paul on either side; and on the other side the Platonists are shown, while 

inn the background a written tablet held up by the hand of a philosopher hiding in a barren 

landscapee can be seen; on the right side Timon is throwing stones at people. Caro's literary 

contrastt was translated literally into images: the Gentile philosophers, who fled from society, are 

depictedd with their backs turned to the beholder, whereas Christ is directed towards the viewer in 

thee act of preaching. " 

Twoo more rectangular panels presented further contrast between the Christian and the 

pagann concept of solitude. On one side of the ceiling, the Roman king Numa Pompilio was 

representedd next to a fountain in the sacred wood, reasoning with the Egerian nymph on the 

subjectt of the law;*1 and opposite this in a similar scene WHS depicted the Greek philosopher 

Minos,, coming out of a cavern where Jupiter would have dictated him the laws, and bringing the 

resultss of his retreat in the form of written tablets to the people of his city. For this reason. Caro 

'*''*'  i.e. John the Baptist. 
MM Caro 1961 vol.3, pp.237-238: 'In uno di quelli del mezzo, che è ii principale, fa rei la principale e piü lodata spezie 
dii  solitudine; che è quella de la nostra religione. la quale è differente da quella de'Gentili; perctié i nostri sono usciti 
daa la solitudine per ammaestrare i popoii. ed i Gentili dai popoli si sono ritirati ne la solitudine. Quadri grandi. In uno 
dunquee de'gran quadri del mezzo farei la solitudine de'eristiani; e nel mezzo d'esso rappresenterei C'HRIS'I'O nostro 
Signore.. e da gli lati poi di mano in mano. Paulo Apostolo. Giovanni Precursore. Jeronimo, Francesco, e gli altri, se 
piüü ve ne possono capire,che di diversi lochi uscendo dal diserto venissero incontro ai popoli a predicar la dottrina 
evangelica.. flngendo da I'una parte del quadro il deserto. da 1'altro le genti. Ne I'altro quadro d'incontro a questo, farei 
perr lo contrario la solitudine de'Gentili. e metterci piü sorti di filosofi. che non uscissero. ma che entrassero nel 
desertoo e voltassero le spalle ai popoli. Fsprimendo particolarmente alcuni de'Platonici. che si cavassero anche gh 
occhj,, perche da ia vista non fossero impcdili di filosofare. Gi farei Timone che tirasse de'sassi a le genti, ci farei 
alcunii  che senza esser veduti. stendessero fuor de le macchie alcune tavoie. o scritti loro. per ammaestrare le genti 
sen/aa praticar con esse. F queste due sarehhono 1'istoria degli due vani principali di mezzo, che conterehhono la 
materiaa de la solitudine in universale.' 
" :: Preparatory drawings for these two scenes, ascribed to Federico Zuccari. are in the t4'tizi in htorence: see Acidini 
Fuchinatt 1998. p.214. 
N11 Caro 1961 vol.3, p.238: 'e farei Numa Pompilio ne la valie d'F.geria con cssa Fgeria Ninra a ragionar seco appresso 
aa uii fonte. con hosehi cd antri e tavoie di legge d'intorno.' For Numa Pompilius and the Hgerian nymph, see 
Moormann.. 1 'itterhoeve 1995. pp.485-486. 
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calledd him the 'first legislator of Greece.''" 

Aroundd these four rectangular scenes with philosophers and legislators, four scenes 

shouldd illustrate the universal validity of the concept of solitude by means of- as Caro called it -

'nations':: Zuccari placed these into triangular compartments. These four groups were firstly the 

Gvmnosophistss from India, who lived naked in the desert and spent their time in contemplation 

andd disputations; secondly the northern Hyperboreans, who passed their time in the same 

occupations,, and should be depicted surrounded by bags of wheat and rice as they were supposed 

too live off these: thirdly the Druids from GauL within sacred oak-woods, and lastly the Jewish 

11 ssenes. The last group was esteemed by Caro to be nearly saintly for the> were chaste and 

unmarriedd as hermits, and considered divine truths instead of earthly matters. 

Nextt come eight portrayals of pagan philosophers and Churchfathers holding scrolls with 

statements.. Caro proposed to depict Aristotle. Cato. f.uripides. Seneca, fnnio. Plutarch. Marc 

lullius.. Menander. Gregory Nazianzen and Saint Augustine: most of them presented texts 

consideringg the subject of rest versus action.'1"' For example. Marc TuIIius - with whom Caro 

clearlyy indicated Cicero - presented a scroll with 'Work (otium) with dignity, leisure {negotia) 

withoutt danger', and Saint Augustine held up the words 'No good man complains about work 

{negotium).{negotium). no [goodj man takes rest in improper leisure {otium)." The Latin terms ot otium and 

negotium.negotium. denominating the opposition between intellectual leisure and urban affairs, were a 

literaryy topic from Varro onwards.**  According to this tradition, life in the vill a solved this 

contradictionn by offering a morally acceptable mium as a counterpart to the morally threatening 

*'''' Caro 1%1 vol 3. p.238: 'Ne 1'altro dc 1'altra testa di rinenntnv farei Minos primo legislature dc la Cirecia. die 
uscissee d'un antro con aicune tavole in mano. c chc ne i'oscuro dc 1'antro fosse un Gio\e. dai quale egli diceva d'avcr 
lee leggi.' For Minos as legislator, helped by his father Jupiter, see Moormann I atterhoeve 199s, p.453. 
""  Caro 1961 vol.3, p.238: "Yuni minori. Ne gli quattro quadri niinori. faremo le quattro nazioni trovate da VOL. L. 
perchee il pittore intenda: in uno i Ginnosofisti. na/ion d'lndia. pure in un deserlo. ignudi. in atto di contemplanti e di 
disputanti;; e ne farei alcuni volti al sole die fosse a mezzo del a d o. perche lor costume era di sacrificare a mezzo 
giorno.. Nel secondo gl'lperbord settentrionali. vestiti. coi gesti medesimi di disputare e coniemplare. sotto arbori 
pomiferii  con sacchi di riso c di farina intorno. di die viveano: e non sapendo il lor abito. me ne rimetto al pittore. Nel 
terzoo i Druidi. maghi de'Galii. fra selve di querce. le quali aveano in venerazione. e senza le lor frondi non faceano 
inaii  sacrificio. e'l \ischio die nasce\a in loro. a\cano per Die: vesiansi pur come piace al pittore. purché tutti d'una 
Louisa.. Nci quarto gli F-sseni. gentc Giudaica. santa. casta sen/a donne. romita c contcmplatori solamente de le cose 
divinee e morali.' 
Vrr Caro 1961 vol.3, pp.238-239. 
^^ Caro !961 vol.3, p.239; 'Nel setlimo farei Marc Tullio. pur da senatore. con un \olumc a I'antica rmvolto a 
iomhilieoo die pendesse con queste lettere: OlHM CON Olo\i I AM M OO'IH'M SIM. PI Kir n o... Nel decimo un S 
-Vjostinoo con i! SLIO abito da Irate c con questa sua sentenza: Ni MM n n ws \l ( . ' )T|IAI MI.TRII NtA1"'S IMi'ROBu !\ 
o i i uu co \oi 'II son'.' I he first citation seems to be a free adaptation of a well-citation from Cicero's Pro Sexto often 
usedd as proverb, lor the predominantly positive significance of the word 'otium' in the works of Augustine, 
especiallvv in relation to contemplarion and the monastic lif e (otia numasticu). see .Ui^uMinc through the ,-lw.v 1999. 
pp.618-619.. However, the latter citation is not considered anymore to be by Augustine himself. 
v""  loi the [rieaiung of these ierms. see D'\r i 996-preseni. voi.ts, pp.785-78o; for this topic in relation to the concept 
off  the ('itujuecento villa, see Coffin 1979. pp.273-276 and Ackerman 1990. pp.37-39. 
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urbann negotium: the former was interpreted as a period of study and reflection, for which the 

latterr did not offer time nor rest. 

Thee smaller scenes contained a mixture of Christian and pagan solitaries; next to 

Celestinee V, who abdicated the papal throne in 1294 to return to his solitary life, were depicted 

thee hmperor Diocletian and the philosopher Diogenes, seated in his barrel. As a modern example 

kingg Peter of 'Anglia' was proposed, as in old age he stepped down from the throne to live a lif e 

off  poverty in Rome.*9 The twelve remaining roundels were considered too small for human 

figures,figures, and thus Caro proposed animals: the winged horse Pegasus, a griffon, an elephant, the 

pelicann feeding his youngsters with his own blood and (surprisingly) Ganymede being borne to 

heavenn by the eagle.9'1 These images also refer to solitude, but more particularly to the 

appropriatee occupation in seclusion and the desired effects; in the words of Caro: 'All those 

signifyingg the elevation of the mind and contemplation.' 

Thee Stanza del I a Penitenza 

Inn contrast to the pagan and Christian concepts of solitude on the vault of the Stanza della 

Solitudine,, the vault of the Stanza della Penitenza was decorated exclusively with images of 

Christiann hermits. The decoration consisted of roundels surrounded by stucco borders and 

grotesques,, which were executed between 1569 and 1571 by Jacopo Bertoja and his assistants.'*" 

Onn account of a manuscript in the Vatican Library of which cardinal Guglielmo Sirleto was the 

author,, it has been argued that he wrote the programme for this room. The comparison of this 

descriptionn with the painted decoration suggests a direct connection between the two; the 

possibilityy of Sirlcto's involvement is otherwise confirmed by his long-standing contacts with 

cardinall  Alessandro Farnese; and as church-historian and prefect of the Vatican Library, he was a 

Caroo 1961 vol.3, pp.239-240: 'Nel primo porrei un Pontefice Romano: c questo sarebbe Celestino chc depose il 
Papato.. Nel secondo un imperatore, e questo farei Diocie/iano. ehe. lasciato I'lmperiu. se n'ando in Ischiavonia a 
rustiearee ... De'moderni re. Pietro d'Anglia. ehe, lasciato il regno, venne a Roma, e visse privato in poverta ... Per un 
filosoibb noiabile: Diogene eon la sua botte.' With Pietro d'Anglia, Caro probably meant Peter ! d'Anjou, better 
knownn as Peter i of Aragon. king of Sicily, who went on pilgrimage to Rome at the end o this life. 

Caroo 1961 vol.3. p.240: 'Ci restano dodici altri vani minimi Iramezzati tra gli minori gia clctti. I, in questi non 
potendee metier figure umanc. farei alcuni animali come per grottesehe e per simboli di questa materia de la 
solitudine.. e de le cose appartenenti ad essa.' 
''' Caro 1961 vol.3, p.240: 'Lssendo ehe tutti questi sieno signifieativi d'elevazion di mente e di contemplazione.' 
'""  DeGra/ia 1972. pp.43-53 assumed that the Stanza della Penitenza was decorated in the period between 1569 and 
1573:: Partridge 1995. p.162 has suggested a more precise dating between 15(>9 and 1570 on the basis of 
correspondencee between Sirleto and Farnese. This corresponds exactly with payments for scaffolding in this room, 
erectedd 20 July !569. and taken down 26 April 1571 according to ASR Cameralc III . 518. fol.87v and 104v. See 
OeGraziaa 1991. p.82. 
''''  Partridge 1995. pp. 145-146 and 162. 
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specialistt in ecclesiastical history and Christian iconography. 

Guglielmoo Sirleto was asked to provide the iconographical programme after the death of 

Onotrioo Panvinio in 1568. only shortly before the decoration of the Stanza della Penitenza was 

begun.. Although he had to devise something in a relative!) short time, the result obviously fitted 

thee tastes of Cardinal Alessandro. Later on. Sirleto also provided the programmes for the adjacent 

roomss of the winter-apartment; the figure of the Prophet Elijah mentioned in the description for 

thee Stan/a della Penitenza was utilised in the next room in the decorative project, the Stanza dei 

Sogni/' ' 

Thee central roundel on the ceiling of the Stanza della Penitenza contained the image of the 

Cross,, borne up to heaven by angels (fig.21 ): it was surrounded by four square compartments and 

ann equal number of smaller roundels. Each of the scenes was accompanied by Greek or latin 

inscriptionss that provided the identification of the figures by giving their names, and instructed 

onn their particular meaning by means of mottoes. The Cross surmounted by the Crown of Thorns 

inn the middle of the vault was circumscribed with a citation from the Creek church-historian 

Sozomenus:: '() blessed wood on which our Lord was hung'/ ' According to the explanation by 

Sirleto.. this image was 'a Cross like the one proposed by all those who have lead the solitary lif e 

becausee the monastic and eremitic lif e was nothing other than the profession of denying oneself 

andd carrying the cross of Christ. 'v 

Christiann Redemption as represented through Christ's Cross was the focus for the saints 

groupedd around it in the four square fields, such as Saint Paul the first Hermit, whose body was 

representedd in the act of prayer while his soul had already gone up to heaven, The fresco showed 

thee saint's bodily remains in kneeling position, in front of an altar located in the open air. The text 

aecompanvingg him reminded the viewer of the saint's lack of possessions, without his life 

missingg anything important/'*  Paul thus represented the ultimate stage of the process of leaving 

thee world, a spiritual path on which the other figures shown on the ceiling had embarked. Next to 

him.. the scroll under the figure of Saint Anthon\ Abbot urged him to 'go out and look', which 

;; Moroni 1840-1879 vol.67, pp.35-37. Pastor 1925-1933 vol.8, pp.29-30 and vol.9, p.200-209. and Den/.ler 1964. 
Onn Sirleto's position as prefect of the Vatican Library, see Martin 1969. p.240. who remarked around 1576-1578: 
'whichh akvaies hath so many learned Bibliotheearies, and hath at this day Shirlet the renowmed Cardinal.' 

Partrideee 199̂  n !6? ri ! 
NN \ 1 A K \ P I l T O \ LO <I>C-)L"1 f\ f T W Y I O H ' kK ] 

BAV.Vat.lat.7u33 !. tol.31lr: una croce come quella che si nan proposta tutti quelh che nan tatto vita solitana 
perehee la vita monastica come eremitica non era altro che ki professione di ahneyare se stesso et portar la croce di 
('hristo.' ' 
,vv 'Ml ie si si NI 'i.)i > os 'in i :NÜI'AM oi:n i i ?' (What did thi> Jd man in his nakedness ever lack'.'). Lor Saint Paul the 
Firstt Hermit, see fiS 1961-1970 vol.10, cols.269-280: the episode is part of the meeting of Paul and Saint Anthony 
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wass visualised by Bcrtoia by means of the hermit gazing at winged putti representing souls flying 

too heaven, being impeded by a monstrous figure who knocked some of them down (fig.22).'v 

Accordingg to the prescriptions by Sirletu taken from Athanasius' Life of Saint Anthony, this was 

too represent 'this vision, which is of souls, some of whom white Hying to heaven are prevented by 

thiss person...'100 The third and fourth saints, Macarius and Pambo, abstained from support from 

thee people and worked for their own daily bread; laborious activities were moreover considered 

thee best means for mortifying the body (fig.23)."" 

Thee figures in the four smaller roundels were Saint John the Baptist, accompanied by the 

inscriptionss 'Bcce agnus Dei' and 'Vox elamantis in deserto'. denoting both his confession and his 

rolee as preacher; the figure of Saint Pior taught the viewer to consider food as peripheral; Saint 

Arseniuss illustrated the llniteness of life; Macarius led the thoughts of the spectator unto the 

advantagess of old age and Christ as Judge."12 In short, the dissociation of the soul from worldly 

goods,, affairs and even one's own body for spiritual benefit was proclaimed by means of images 

andd texts. Sirleto's proposal for a general motto, which was however not included in the 

decoration,, was derived from 1 lebrews 11:37-38 and stated: They wandered about in sheepskins, 

inn goatskins, distressed, afflicted: to whom the world was not worthy.'103 The contemporary 

viewerr could easily add in his own mind the next sentence from the Bible: 'They fled to the 

desertss and on the mountains, and lived in caverns and caves in the ground', which exemplified 

thee way of lif e of all depicted hermits in this Stanza. By means of this way of life, they would 

leavee the world and their own tlesh behind on the spiritual ascent to heaven. 

Abbot;; the latter saw the soul of the former rising up to heaven when he neared the grotto where the hermit lived, and 
foundd the dead body still in kneeling position. 

MM ix i i"! V!IM :': see Partridge 1995.pp.153, 162. 
''""'' Sirleto. cited after Partridge 1995. p. 163: 'questa visione, quale e d'anime die \olando a! cielo alcuno sono 
impeditee da quella persona...' For Saint Anthony Abbot, see BS 1961-1970 vol.2, eols.106-136. This particular 
episode,, including the exhortation, comes from the hagiography of the saint by Athanasius of Alexandria; see 
Athanasiuss 1994. pp.309-31 1 and Bartelink 1993. p.33. It is unfamiliar in the traditional iconography of the saint, 
andd often not included in general hagiographies. 
, i ;; Under the figure of Macarius. who is carrying two baskets tilled with sand upon his shoulders is written 
'Vtt XAMTM Ml- Vixo' (I torment my tormenter): under the figure of Pambo who receives alms from Melania 
'Niu.i.ifMM im-'M siNt; OPI-'RI- PRIAriRMisi I'.WKM AB AU<,H'<> DAU'M (iRA'ii s NON COMITM' (I have never passed a day 
withoutt working nor have I eaten bread given to me free by anyone). See Partridge 1995 p.167; see BS 1961-1970 
vol.10,, cols.70-72 for Pambo; for Macarius of Alexandria, also called the Younger or Abbot, see vol.8, eols.412-41 3. 
'" :: The scroll under the roundel with saint Pior holding bread and a branch of olives was written 'OY\ il\  I'PIQI 
AAAA 01 l lAPFPl i i l ' [sic]. (Not as something central, but as something peripheral); under Arsenius 'BlAlV S is. 
ABBAA ARS1NI. oi 1A SI-'MI'I'R MoRTlS IIORAM ANTI' on'I.OS HAHi'lS'lT (1 hou art blessed. Abbot Arsenius. to have the 
hourr of your death always before thine eyes). Macarius is accompanied by 'I lAlDAPIOIKPilV . (aged youth) 
togetherr with 'll-'Sl'S U'DI.X II I IS! 'IS FST OMNHAI' , (Jesus is judge and witness of all). See Partridge 1995. p. 167; for 
Pior.. see BS 1961-1970 vol.10, cols.921-922; for Arsenius. vol.2. cols. 477-479. and for Macarius the Great, vol.8. 
cols.425-429. . 
''""  BA\ A at.lat.7031. fol.31 1 v: '(ïrcuierunt in melotis. in petlibus caprinis. [egentes.| angustiati. adflicti: quibus 

dimiuss non crat mundus.' 
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Influencee of the C aprarola Stanze 

Likee the rest of the magnificent palace in Caprarola. the two rooms with anchorite iconograplu 

weree greatly admired by contemporaries. In the 1568 edition of his l'ite. Vasari was the first to 

givee a description of the Stanza della Penitenza. Pven though Vasari had corresponded with Caro 

aboutt the interior decoration of the Palazzo in Caprarola, he was not able to provide a description 

inn which all the details were correct. About the philosophers in the vault, opposite the scene of 

Christt accompanied by John the Baptist and others, he wrote that 'many figures standing in the 

woodss to flee the conversation, whom some others try to disturb by throwing stones, while still 

otherss take out their eyes not to see...'"'4 Caro had definitely meant something more coherent to 

bee represented. With respect to the roundels with secondary figures. man\ were not even named 

bvv Vasari, while he faithfully recorded all the inscriptions. Ob\iousl\. the complexity of this 

intellectuall  programme went beyond Vasari's insights.'"' 

Tenn vears later, in 1578. Oregon XII ! Boncumpagni visited the palace in Capraroia on his 

tourr through northern Lazio. The trip was recorded b> I'abio Arditio. papal master of 

ceremonies.10''' I lis descriplion of the interior of the Farnese palace stressed the decoration of both 

Stanzee as reflecting the religious interpretation of the contemplative life - even if some 

identificationss of saints were wrong. On the Stanza della Solitudine. Arditio stated that the ceiling 

showedd 'Kmperors. kings and men. great in arms as well as in the arts, antique as well as 

moderns,, who have retreated from the world for contemplation, and for a more tranquil life.'" 

Onn the vault of the Stanza della Penitenza he noted that it showed 'many holy spiritual fathers, 

whoo have retreated their life into the deserts and monasteries for divine contemplation, such as 

Saintt John the Baptist. Saint Paul the first Hermit. Saint Anthony. Saint Jerome. Saint francis; 

andd other mysteries o\ the Passion of Our Lord.,|:'N Although the exact identification of the 

individuall  saints by both Vasari and Arditio left something to be desired, they clearly understood 

thee general message o( the decoration: the hermit referred to the contexts of contemplation, 

retreatt and otium. In other words, it was most applicable to a vill a a day's journey removed from 

thee busv court of Rome. 

i;'44 Vasari 15681966 vol.5, p.586: 'nioltc figure die si stanno nelle selvc per tuggire la conversazione, le quali 
aicun'ahree cercano di disiurbarc lirando ioro sassi. mentre ateüm si cavano gi occhi per nun \euere. 

'' (jombnch 1972. pp.9-13 and Robertson 1982. pp.1 70-171. 
"""  lor the full account of the trip by Arditio see the transcription in Orbaan 1920 

Orbaann 1920. p.375: 'imperaton. re et gradissimi huomini, eosi in antic come in lettere, tarHo antichi. quamo 
moderni.. die si sono retirati dai mondo alia eontemplatione et a vita piii tranquilla.' 

vv Orbaan 1920. p.385: 'depinu nella camera... molti sanli padri spiritual!, c'hanno ntirata la vita Ioro ne gli hcrcmi 
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Thee position of Alessandro Farnese as cardinal during a time of ecclesiastical reform 

seemss to have been an important explanation for the choice of the hermit-iconography in the two 

Stanze;; it indicates that there was a connection between anchorite iconography and contemporary 

religiouss culture in late sixteenth-century Rome. Indeed, there was a vogue for this kind of spaces 

inn private palaces to be decorated with anchorite iconography: especially in suburban or country 

residences.. In his letter of 1601 to Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, Silvio Antoniani advised him 

thatt in a Cardinal's villa, the painter and the patron 'should make beautiful landscapes, woods and 

mountains,, of which would especially please in the vill a Elijah, Llisha, Saint John the Baptist, 

Sann Paul father hermit. Saint Anthony, Saint Benedict, Saint Romuald, who inhabited solitary 

andd sylvan places.' 

Withh his choice for these solitary saints for the two Stanze at Caprarola, Cardinal 

Alessandroo Farncse had set an example that was widely followed by other ecclesiastical patrons 

inn Rome. At the end of the sixteenth century, a room in Palazzo Boncompagni-Viscogliosi at 

Isolaa del Liri , a small town to the south of Rome, was furnished with frescoes with hermit-figures 

onn the ceiling. The palace belonged at that time to Giacomo Boncompagni (1548-1612), nephew 

too Gregory XIII , who appointed him Duke of Sora in 1579.1!0 After rendering his services to the 

ecclesiasticall  state as Gonfalonier e and in various other functions in the papal army, he retired to 

hiss newly acquired duchy after 1585. During the following years his palace in [sola del Liri , 

whichh functioned as a retreat from the court in Sora. was rebuilt and decorated.1" It was located 

onn a littl e island between two branches of the river Liri and w ^ thus relatively isolated: in 1586 

thee village was thought to have been the location of Cicero's villa. " The newly-built edifice. 

calledd a Palazzo but for reasons of setting more akin to a villa, included a room described in 

modernn literature as ihe Stanza della Penitenza - which was probably not its original name, but 

whichh was derived from the subject of its decoration. 

Thee frescoed ceiling of the room consisted of an ornamental design of grotesques in 

whichh four square fields with landscapes and hermits were inserted. These were copied from the 

popularr series of prints made by Sadeler after design of Maerten de Vos with eremitical saints. 

thee Soliiudo sive 1'itac Patrum Eremicularum of 1588. However, the hermits depicted in the 

Sann Hiemnimo. San krancesco; el a11ri mistcrij de ki Passione di Nosiro Siunorc.' On ihe misidentifieaiions m this 
description,, sec Partridge 1995. p. 146. 
;; " This letter of 6 October 1601 is cited in Villa c J\wsc 1980. pp.1 75-1 76: Tariano vaghe/./a di paesi. et bosehi et 
monti.. ehe di questo si compiacesse massime in villa. Klia. Lliseo, San Giovanni BaUi.sta. San Paolo padre eremita. 
Santt Antonio. San Benedetto. San Ronuiaido. che abitarono lochi solitarij e bosearecci.' 
; :: : Moroni 1 840-1 879 vol.6, pp.6-7 and DM 1 960-present, vol.1 1. pp.689-692. 
: : ;; Carbone 1971. pp.343. 360O61. 



Stan/aa were deprived ot their characteristic attributes, and thus rendered as anonymous 

examples.'1"11 Only the natural setting of these figures, their occupations in prayer and work, and 

thee typical dress defined them as solitary religious. Also, in this attire they could transmit the 

ideall  of the early Christian life: solitude and the dedication to prayer and contemplation. 

Thatt there was indeed a close connection between the rooms in Caprarola and the one in 

Isolaa del Liri is strongly suggested by the report of Gregory XI1 ['s visit to the Larnese vill a in 

1578.. The pope was accompanied during his trip through northern Lazio by Giacomo 

Boncompagnii  and other relatives, and stayed for two nights with his entourage in the Larnese 

palace.1'11 Gregory himself was accommodated in the winter apartment, which contained the 

Stan/aa della Solitudine: in the corresponding summer apartment on the other side of the Palazzo, 

cardinall  San Sisto and his brother Giacomo Boncompagni had their quarters"̂  The latter 

apartmentt contained the Stanza della Peniten/a. which must have constituted the direct 

inspirationn tor the room in Kola dei liri . 

Papall  preferences 

Anotherr patron with a predilection for the anchorite theme in painting was Sixtus V Peretti 

(1585-1590).. whose grand projects for embellishing Rome led to many new buildings offering 

neww space for large pictorial projects.'|f' One oi the most important of these, the new Lateran 

Palacee built during his pontificate, contained mam frescoed landscapes, and in quite a number of 

themm the hermit appeared." In this case, however, the choice of saints was more at random, and 

withh one exception, not concentrated within one particular space. 

Thee Stanza d'Llia. however, was entirely decorated with live episodes from the life oi the 

Prophett and founding father of the solitary lite, accompanied by personifications of the 

Virtues.'ISS Not only solilarv episodes were chosen: also other scenes were depicted that 

illustratedd Llijahs' prophetic gifts. Most of the other anchorite scenes in the rest of the palace 

 'Descritlione dello Stato di Sura', in AS\ Rnncomp. I'rot.29. parte 2. to!.20. cited by Yiscogiiosi 1985 p.555: 
'ncliaa vill a che dicono esser statu di ('icerone a' tempi della rep.ea romana dove hora e !a ehiesa di Sa' Domcnico...' 

\\ iscogliosi 1985. the origins of the room's name are not discussed; in an inventory cited by Yiscogiiosi 1985. 
p.558.. according to the furniture it functioned as bedroom. 

'' Orhaan 1 920. p.366: 'Ht cosi parti di Roma mercoledi all x di settembre prossimo passato del 1578. aecompagnato 
daliii  cardinali Co mo et San Sisto et dal signor Jacomo Boncompagno 

Orbaann 1920, p.380: 'Nor in quest o apparlamento eon la delta sala. camere el giardino alloggjó sempre la Santita 
dii  \ostro Signorc' and p.384: 'I.t questo apparlamento fu diviso tra il signor Cardinal San Si>to et il signor Jacomo 
Boncompagno...' ' 

RomaRoma di Sisto I 1993. and /uccari 1992 on Sixtus' decorative projects in various edifices and the organisation of 
rtinticrt'. rtinticrt'. 

""  Mandel 1994. pp.33-40 and Freiberg 1995. pp.23-25. 
"'' the name of the room as 'Stanza d'l ielia' was used in the siimu of 1 589 by Domen ieo font ana: ' l a stanza d'Helia 

pressoo a tjuelh di Saiomone...' See Mande! 1 994. p.251. 
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weree contained in lunettes and roundels in hallways, loggias and on the ceiling of the grand 

staircase.. A particular concentration of the anchorite theme can be found in the pope's private 

apartmentt facing the courtyard. Lunettes in these four rooms each contained, according to the 

stimastima made by Domenico Fontana, architect of the building and in charge of the project, 'a 

landscapee with figures of saints', who in the fourth room were even depicted in an identifiable 

manner.1199 Predictable solitary figures were chosen here: Saint John the Baptist, Elijah, 

Onuphrius.. and Mary of Egypt. As in the former examples, the application of eremitic 

iconographyy was again obviously preferred for private rooms, secluded from the outside world. 

Afterr the turn of the seventeenth century, one of the apartments in the Vatican Palace was 

furnishedd with anchorite iconography for the then newly elected Paul V Borghese (1605-

16211 ).120 Within the old Borgia apartment one room had been decorated already in 1605 with a 

frescoedd frieze in which three out of four landscapes contained scenes with hermits. Soon after, in 

16066 and 1607, new apartments were constructed in the Sistine palace and a newly built annex, 

off  which no less than ten rooms contained friezes with landscapes, and again with many scenes of 

solitaryy saints.121 Most of these were executed by a team of painters, in the style of Paul Bril , but 

probablyy without his direct involvement.1" The artists involved in the project were Italian, 

amongg whom were Pasquale Cati, Gaspare Celio and Cesare Rosetti, which shows the adoption 

off  the landscape genre by peninsular artists around the turn of the century. " 

Inn each room, the painted decoration consisted of decorative friezes with roundels or 

squaree compartments containing landscapes. Alternating with these landscapes were putti (in 

somee cases with papal regalia), personifications of the Virtues and heraldic shields with the 

stemmastemma of the patron. Paul V (fig.24). Within the Paoline apartment the hermits were again 

mostlyy anonymous because of the lack of attributes; an exception is the depiction of Saint Francis 

inn the library, where the appearance of the Seraph to the kneeling figure of the saint (in the lower 

right)) allows for a positive identification (fig.25).l" But not even all landscapes contained 

religiouss staffage: some depicted a city in Haines, marine scenes, a winter-landscape, or simply 

11 ' Vtandel 1994. ills.1 30-134. pp.205-206, 258: 'un paese perciaseuno eon figure di santi...' 
'-''''-'''  For an eighteenth-centum description of these spaces, see Chaiiard 1766 vol.2, pp.244-246: Fumagalli 1996 
deseribedd this project at length. 
:" '' There are documents in ASR recording payments made on 20 February 1606 and 10 October 1608 to Cati. 
Semprevivoo and Rossettl in connection to this commission in the Stanze of Paui V and the Torre Borgia, published 
b>> Corbo Pomponi 1995. p. 183. 
i : :: Paul Bril became particularly sought after during the papacy of Paul V: see his projects in palazzo Rospigliosi-
Pallavicini.. executed for cardinal Seipione Borghese, for which see I libbard 1964. p.1 71 and Negro 1996. 
'' ' Fumagalli 1996. pp.343-345. 
:~'' Fumagalli 1996. ill.33. there deseribed as 'paesaggio eon eremita'. 
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landscapess with edifices. ~' Some of the>e suggest a kind ol seasonal iconography by means oi' 

thee activities of hunting, or the presence of snow. In still other rooms of the Paoline apartments, 

naturall  settings were used for a sequence of scenes, as in the Sala degli livangelisti. in which tour 

episodess illustrated scenes from the life of Paul the Apostle.'"* 

Thee Vatican project obviously set the tone tor the entire pontifical court, for apartments of 

otherr high officials were decorated by the same group of artists with comparable subjects and 

designss during the following years.12 Spaces housing the Vatican Oataria. a financial and 

administrativee department of the Papal States, were decorated with this kind of friezes. In 1616. 

severall  series with landscapes were painted in the papal apartment in the Quirinal Palace as well, 

inn which comparable religious themes reappeared, executed by a number of artists that had 

workedd for Paul V in the Vatican Apartments.' v Agostino Tassi embellished one room with, 

again.. Inezes, in which landscapes were the setting for scenes of the life of Saint Paul: "' other 

artistss such as Antonio Carracci and Pasqualc C'ati were hired in the same period to do landscapes 

withh religious and biblical episodes in adjoining rooms.1" ' 

Onivv few examples outside of the Vatican premises or cardinal's palaces are known today 

thatt seem to testify to a wider dissemination of the theme. One of those is the Palazzo dei Piceni. 

inn which for the Duke of Bracciano. Corrado Orsini. a frieze was painted around 1580. with 

landscapess and anchorites, among other staff age. This project is only known from a letter to the 

patron,, in which the conclusion of these works was noted by the painter. Pietro Veri.1,1 from his 

descriptionn it can be concluded that this particular frieze with anchorite iconography was situated 

inn the bedroom, because it was, according to Veri. obviously considered apt for that context.1 ^ 

Anotherr example of landscapes with hermits is the Salotw Rosso in Palazzo Besso in 

Rome,, where within a decorative frieze allegories of the Virtues in feigned niches alternated with 

Fumagaliii  19%. p.346 and ills.3-6. 
11 Fumagalii 1996. ills.2 1-24 The subject of Saint Paul uas uh\ iousK chosen as reference to the reigning pope. 

11 -umagalli 1996. p.549 
;xx Baulione 1672 1995. p.1 13. on Pasqualc C'ati: 'Quest'huomo dipinse molte cose per le iabriche di Papa Paolo v. <fc 

inn parti col arc dsversi fregi per le stan/c del palazzo Pont i fie io ncl Quirinale...' Payments in 1619 to C'ati and others 
torr work in the Palazzo di Monte Cavailo were recorded in documents in ASR; see for transcriptions of these 
accountss Corbo Pornponi 1995. p. 104. 

 ' Briganti 1962. p.41. Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, p.1 71. Pugliatti 1977, p[V ^9-41. I aurean Tre/zani 1993. pp. HO-
135.. ('avazzini 1998. p.47. ("avazzini in The (JCMUS of'Rome 2001. pp.23s. 239. and (.'a\azz.ini 2002. p.390 n.26. 
" ""  Bnganli 1962 pp.41-42 and Salerno 1977- 1978 vol.1. pp.96-97. 
! ""  Thieme Becker 1907-1950 vol.34, p.256. 

'""  Roma <i\  Si sin I'. 199s. p 289. citing from B W Ferraioli .766. to!. 151: 'In la chaniera achanto e finito la soffitta, 
rifattovii  un vistoso fregetto con paesmi et grotesche nei vani. eh'in detti paesetti per esser chamera da dormire vi ho 
tattoo santt ertmiti et siniili . ' For the decoration of the Palazzo dei Piceni. see (iilone 2000. pp.37-57. The function 
off  This rni.mi as bedroom reminds of the Stanza della Penitenza in Isola del !.iri : see above, note 1 1 3. 
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eightt anchorite scenes (fig.26). Tarquinio Ligustri painted these around 1606, concurrently with 

thee project in the private apartment of Paul V. to which the whole concept was indeed very 

similar.1333 Compositional similarities with prints by De Vos and Valesio - another series of 

imagess with hermit-saints - suggest that the decoration in Palazzo Besso was based on these 

examples;; and as in the aforementioned cycles, also in this case these saints remained 

anonymous,, and were thus made topical and contemporary, by the absence of attributes. ' 

Butt even the cycle in Palazzo Besso was related to ecclesiastical circles: its patron was 

Ottavioo Paravicini (1552-1611), a cardinal intimately related to the papal court and some 

importantt religious communities in Rome, such as the Oratorians. He was educated by cardinal 

Cesaree Baronio (1538-1607), author of the Annates Ecclesiastici, and one of the major supporters 

off  papal and ecclesiastical authority. Later in his career, Paravicino became a favourite of 

Gregoryy XIV Sfondrato and Paul V Borghese, occupying important positions in the papal 

government.1355 He belonged to the circles of high-ranking ecclesiastics and was able to enter the 

pope'ss newly furnished apartments. Thus, the hermit-series in this private palace was closely 

relatedd to the popularity of the subject in pontifical circles.' 6 

Settingss of anchorite iconography 

Howeverr popular the theme of the hermit was in late sixteenth and early seventeenth century 

Rome,, the location and function of the spaces discussed above varied from example to example. 

AA predilection for this kind of iconography for private rooms might be noted, but was by no 

meanss exclusive. As a result, a univocal relation between hermit iconography., space, function 

andd public in the aforementioned examples is difficult to establish. 

Thee apartments in the Latcran and Quirinai Palaces, and the Sal one in Palazzo Besso were 

publicc spaces in the real sense of the word; their rooms and halls had predominantly public 

functions;; the Lateran palace was even meant to be only representative, and was never the 

residencee of a pope. Also the rooms in the Vatican Palace furnished for Paul V Borghese were 

meantt for public representation and (probably temporary) living quarters for the pope and his 

! :: (iuerricri Borsoi 2000. pp.57. 101-106. 
"'' Similarity of the landscape next to Prudence can be noted with the print of Saint C'hronion by f'rancesco Valesio: 

althoughh in the fresco the figures are reduced in scale and in other positions, the buildings and the setting in the 
frescoo are identical to the print. 
! '-- Moroni 1840-1 879 vol.51. pp. 162-163 and Guerrieri Borsoi 2000. pp.35-41. 
'-!! Fumagalli 1906. p.341 suggested that the architect of the extension built by Paul V was the same as the architect 

ofPala/y.oo Besso. Domenico Paganelli. See (iuerricri Borsoi 2000. p.5 I. 



nephew.. Supione Borghese ( I 576-1633). The apartments were thus of semi-pri\ate character.' 

indicationss about the original interior organisation of these apartments in the Vatican are however 

nott extant; only later plans contained names and descriptions of these rooms. Among them one 

findss references to functions ('Biblioteca del Papa'), but mostly the rooms were named after saints 

-- mostly derived from the theme of the decoration.:'*  Finally, the quarters in the Quirinal palace 

andd the Dataria were not meant to be lived in: they were intended as offices or rooms for the 

receptionn of visitors. As in most eases, these series not only contained hermits, but also other 

imageryy ranging from other types of saints to generic stuffu^. 

Thee only examples where the hermits referred in some way to function, and which 

moreoverr were very close in decorative concept to the Camcrino degli Fremiti, are the two 

Stanzee at Caprarola. Not only do they contain hermit saints as the dominant theme: they also 

formedd part of the private apartments and the written programmes by Caro and Sirleto have 

thrownn some light on their intended meaning. What can be concluded about their function, from a 

readingg of the extant sources and the organisation of the building'? 

Inn the general disposition of palace at Caprarola. the Stanza della Penitenza was the 

counterpartt to the Stanza della Solitudine; both were located near the end of a flight of rooms 

consistingg of a sulci, anticamera, and three sianze. This accords with the general organisation of a 

noblee apartamento in the sixteenth century, which comprised three main rooms, the audience-

room,, the sulci and the bedroom, around which still others could be located according to needs.1 '*' 

11 he two Stanze in Caprarola were located at the farthest end of the building, beyond the 

bedrooms,, and looking out towards the two giardini seared behind the Palazzo. On account of 

theirr position in the edifice, they were intended for the private occupations of the inhabitant. 

Contemporaryy sources affirm the function for the two Stanze as studiolo. In his 

descriptionn of the decorative programme for the Stanza della Solitudine. Annibal Caro called this 

roomm 'the study of the Illustrious Monsignor Farnese': Sirleto. however, did not mention the 

intendedd function of the room for which he wrote the iconographic programme. " When in 1 578 

Gregoryy XII I Boncompagni visited the palace. Arditio's account of his voyage simply named this 

Stanzaa dcila Penitenza as a 'room' without further specif cation, but referred to the Stanza della 

Attentionn is being paid to the subject in recent projects. >ce 1'uth ii<>n.\  and I hi. uraimns 2004 t loribcomingj. 
;; ,:" i umagalli 1996. ill.2. reproducing the plan from Panciroli 1971. 
' :: Frommel 197.;, Waddv 1 WO. pp.8-10 and Hopkins 2002. p. 108. 
'' Caro 1961. p.237: 'lo studio di Monsignor lllustrissimo tarnese.' Sehastiani 1741. p.(>9 repeated this functional 

description-- 'Vi r ;)pnrrso 1 in nit™ Stnn/a din'Mninata della ^oütudine fatta. e destinat.i per !o studio de! Sere:ii:,si:tio 
Signorr Cardinal Famese'. foi the eiglueenth-eentur> descriptions of the tuo Stan/e. see above, note 74. 



Solitudinee in relation to his description of the Gabinetto d'Ermatena: 'In the next room after this, 

too which is connected a studiolo because it has been made for retreating there...'141 The 

ambiguityy of this phrase about the room defined as a study was intentional, as the place for 

'retreating'' here comprised not one, but a number of interrelated spaces, accessible from either 

Ass already alluded to in the above citations, the two Stanze were connected by two further 

spaces:: the Stan/a del Torrione, which was arranged as a library with bookshelves (and landscape 

friezess around the upper part of the walls), and the tiny Gabinetto d'Lrmatena, which was defined 

ass studiolo (see the groundplan in fig.17).142 The decoration of the Gabinetto referred 

conspicuouslyy to arts and letters through the scientific instruments and artistic utensils in the 

pendentives,, and the central allegorical figure of the vault, a merger between the figures of the 

classicall  gods of Hennes and Athena. Between the Gabinetto. the library and the Stanza della 

Penitenzaa ran a corridor embellished with pergola-motifs of leaves and branches on the ceiling 

andd upper wall, and a feigned hanging drapery along the lower walls. 

Thee coherent sequence of four rooms at the farthest end of the pentagon, on the other end 

off  the palace opposite the entrance, seems to have been planned for private retreat and study; 

theirr location at the back of the structure provided privacy and calm. Furthermore, they were 

connectedd to the gardens, be it primarily as a vista through the windows and only secondarily by 

meanss of bridges. Bven in its painterly decoration, in the corridor and the roundels in the Stanza 

dell  Torrione, the subject of landscape - seen from near or ^far - predominated. In the two Stanze 

onn either side, the anchorites and solitaries were placed in landscapes as well. The combination of 

landscapess and hermits was thus comparable to the Camerino in Rome. 

Withh the 1 S78 description by Arditio of the Caprarola Stanze as places for retreat. 

Bellori'ss words with which he described cardinal Odoardo's occupation in the Camerino degli 

fremitii  are called to mind. Indeed, the iconographic and functional similarities between the 

situationn at Caprarola and the Roman room were significant. Odoardo's choice for anchorite 

iconographyy in the Camerino was not an original one, but followed the example of his great-

uncle,, and responded to the resulting Roman tradition in which a particular interest for this 

subjectt could be perceived. It should be concluded, that Odoardo's position as cardinal and as heir 

'"''"'  Orbaan 1020 p..>79: 'No faitra camera dopo questa, aiia quale c congiunto unu studiolo peiehe e fatia per 
ritirarvisi.' ' 
; J:: Liebenwein 1977. pp.1 38-141. 
: '' Faldi 1962. p.8. 

; ' ;; This same conclusion was reached by Coffin 1979, p.289, denoting especially the tower as separate quarters for 
thee cardinal, and containing a private bathroom. 
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too Cardinal Alejandro sureiv prompted him to adopt the anchorite theme lor the ( amerinu degh 

[fremitii  in his Roman palace. In the case of" the Caprarola Stanze. however, a connection was 

notedd between the use of the room - according to the sources similar to that of a studinh - and its 

decoration:: the solitude of the hermits was here related to the relative isolation of the occupant of 

thee room.'1' in Caprarola. the location of the two Stanze responded to this, as they were situated 

att the back of the palace, and offered a view on the gardens behind it. There was thus a link 

establishedd between the theme of" solitude, that oflearning. and the natural setting of the palace, 

whichh was echoed in the decoration of the rooms in Caprarola. In the Camerino degli Lremiti. a 

similarr relation between function and decoration must have been aimed at. As a written 

programmee for the decorations lacks, the understanding of the precise architectural context and 

settingg might help in discovering its use and meaning. 

:';""  Gombrich 1972. p.21. confirmed thai the function ol" siudioio was supported hv its decoration: but he also 
maintain̂ ^ th-" without th.j iptpmiation "ro\ided hv Can1'- programme, it could also be assumed that the Stan/a 
dell  la Sohtudine ua> intended as chapel or place ot' worshm I his aspect of' liturgical use will be the subject <>f'fhe 
ne\!!  chapters 
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